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Death Toll In India Cyclone
Feared At More Than 10,000

Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 258

Kentucky Voters
To Choose Next
Governor Today

hardest by 90-mile-an-hour All-India Radio said that
winds, a 15-foot storm wave relief efforts had been ordered
and heavy rains, told of human onto a "war footing" by the
bodies floating in flood waters state government, which apand strewn along roadsides pealed Monday night to the
amid debris and uprooted trees central government for aid
All-India Radio said as many PTI quoted officials in Orissa
as one million houses were as saying the cyclone was the
this year. Mississippi also elects
By Robert P. Dalton
destroyed by the storm and up worst to hit the state since
a Governor, but there is no
LOUISVILLE
UPI )-- Republican candidate running.
to 4 million persons homeless. 1897, when an estimated 20,000
Latest official reports put the
Kentucky voters will elect a
Officials said that as many as persons died in a similar storm,
To further complicate the race,
death toll from the storm at
Governor today in a race that a two-time former Governor,
2,500 ,of
the
dead
were and the worst to strike the
6,000 persons, but government
could be a bellweather of
accounted for in the single cyclone belt along the coastA.B. "Happy" Chandler, 73, is
officials figured it eventually
President Nixon's reelection running as an independent. The
village of Jambu on the coast, lines of the Bay of Bengal since
would go as high as 10,000.
hopes.
about five miles from Paradip November, 1970. Then a masformer Major League Baseball
Republican Thomas D. EmEyewitness reports carried Port. They said the low-lying
Commissioner says he is drawing
sive cyclone and tidal wave
berton
faces
a
two-to-one
by the Press Trust of India village, located at the head of
equally heavy from both
devastated areas along the
Democratic voter registration
(PT!) news agency from the funnel-shaped bay, took the southern coast of East PakisDemocrats and Republicans.
margin in his bid to defeat l.t.
Cuttack district, the area hit full force of the storm wave. tan. The official death toll was
Chandler was twice elected
Gov.
Wendell
H.
Ford
and
mark
PTI reported from Bhu- placed at 70,000, although some
Governor as a Democrat, but
the first time the state has had
baneshwar, the capital of estimates rar. as high as
backed Rupublican Nunn in the
back-to-back Republican last gubernatorial race.
Orissa, that as of this morning 300,000
Governors.
the disaster control center set
Most predictions of voter
The campaign has been tinted
up there officially had recorded
turnout forecast about 900,000
by the Nixon economic policies.
3,391 deaths. Reports of more
Jan Aller, left, and Donna Jones, both from Murray. are among 18 coeds named winners of $100 Emberton, a boyish-looking 39, votes to be cast, up about 25,000
deaths were continuing to come
votes over the last two guberresidence hall scholarships for the fall semester at Murray State l niNersity.
has run heavily on the Nixon
in
natorial elections.
Miss Aller is a junior majoring in elementary education. Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roby i Frank) record and the
accomplishments Ford, a hard campaigner who
The reports said that roofs
Aller, she is a winner for the second time.
al GOP Gov. Louie B. Nunn, who
were ripped from virtually The Murray Fire Department
won the party nomination in the
Miss Jones, 1608 Keenland, is a junior majoring in elementary education and minoring in cannot succeed himself.
every house in the area and answered two calls on Monday. mathematics Daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
May primary by 42,000 votes over
Donald
Jones,
she
is
a
member
of
Alpha
Sigma
Alpha social
Ford, 46, the state's highest
Fellow says "the U. N. finally thousands of thatched huts of Both calls were made to trash
Gov. Bert T. Combs, made a
sorority
elected
Democrat,
has
attacked
fires.
took in Red China.. .or is It the peasants leveled by the cyclone.
flying prtss conference tour of
Emberton as being the hand- the state
At 5:30 p.m. the firemen were
other way around?"
They said stone building slabs
Monday touching down
picked candidate of Nunn and has at seven
weighing seven to eight tons at called to extinguish a trash fire
airports to make a final
termed
Nixon's economic pitch.
He says that he does think that the port of Paradip had been which boys had started next to a
program,
-The
Nixon The airplane trip was apRed China should be admitted to brushed aside by the force of gas pump at the Early Bird Oil
Recession."
Company on Chestnut Street.
the U.N
but only if ac- the storm wave.
parently made to offset heavy
Kentucky is the only state with television
companied by an adult.
The home minister of Orissa The firemen were called at six
spending by the
a
two-party
race
for
Governor
state, Nilamani Routray, was pin. to Broad Extended for a
Republicans. Gov. Louie B. Nunn
IT is difficult to believe that quoted by FT1 as saying 80 per trash and rubbish fire.
went on statewide television for a
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The 1959, or is captured or missing will announce a ceiling above
anyone in Murray would put a cent of the homes he saw had Fire Chief Jackie Cooper said
today
in
action.
Selective
Serice
System
which
(Continued on Page Eight I
registrants
will
not
be
that the burning of trash and
razor blade in an apple and give been destroyed.
it to a child on Halloween, but this Officials also
said
that rubbish is illegal after sundown created several new draft -Classification 1-Y, which called, and everyone with
classifications and abolished covered people medically, men- numbers above that ceiling will
did happen. Who would in- thousands of persons in areas in the city
some old ones; gave 18-year- tally or morally unqualified to remain 1-H during the following
The Garden Department of the
tentionally harm or disillusion a where crops were destroyed
olds 60 days, instead of five, to serve except in a national year, 1974, when those below Murray Woman's Club will have
child?
were without food. Rail lines,
register for the draft, and told.
mergency, will
be abolished. the ceiling will be subject to a holiday workshop at the club
roads and communications with
every man over the age of 3$ Those subject to re-examination draft. Those below the ceiling house on Thursday, November 4,
We voted early this morning out the rest of the country were cut
he can now throw away his old will be classified 1-A until their will be removed from 1-H and at 1:30 p.m.
at Lassiter and McKinney and relief workers were having
draft card.
status is resolved; those with made 1-A or whatever classifiMrs. H. Ed Chrisman is
Datsun. About eight people ahead difficulty reaching some isolatA two vehicle collision ocThose were some of the disqualifications will be classi- cation applies.
scheduled to give the devotion.
of us even at that hour We would ed areas
WASHINGTON UPI --ConMonday at 9:12 a.m. at 508 Ichanges in a long list of fied 4-F-the category previous- -The 1-H category will also Hostesses will be Mrs. I. Linton
predict a fair sonsout of voters.
11 . th llth Street, according to
by
tht ty reserved for those with41,1 assigned to men who turned Clanton, Mrs. H. Ed Christman, servationists today prepared an
regulations issued
appeal of a U.S. district court
report filed by the in- Selective Service to conform major disabilities.
18 this year and who, after Mrs E S. Ferguson, Mrs. A. M.
The four year old daughter of a
estigating officers of the with the new draft law signed
-Classification 5-A, for those their lottery is held next year, Alexander, and Mrs Thomas ruling that would allow the
used-car salesman, attending her
federal government to proceed
urray Police Department. No by President Nixon Sept 28. over age 25 who had never
McCoy
first church wedding, watched as
(Continued on Page Eight)
with an underground nuclear
report.
listed
on
the
injuries
were
will
become
The new rules
been deferred and for those_
the bride-to-be walked up the
test on Alaska's Amchitka
1965
Buick
four
Involved
were
a
than
4,000
effective
in
the
more
aisle to the altar on the arm of an
Island 250 times stronger than
door driven by Rural R. Jones of local draft boards in early
The
elderly gray-haired man. But she NEW
YORK (UPI)-Two
the
bomb
that
destroyed
been,thweillag:e
c'afboal5is;ivehdo
a
1967
South
9th
St
and
312
Selective
December.
Service
will no longer
stared in amazement after the muggers tied up an off-duty
Hiroshima.
by
pickup
,driven
Chevrolet
of
the
major
Here
are
some
keep
active
files
for
registrants
ceremony was over and she saw patrolman who was waiting in a
District Judge George L.
Hazel Carson of 508 changes:
beyond the age of 26, except for
the bride walk down the aisle Railroad station for a ride Laverne
Hart Jr. ruled Monday against
Street.
llth
South
doctors,
allied
medical personwith her young bridegroom.
home Monday and stole his
an attempt by the conservation-A new classification, 2-D, nel and certain other unspeciPolice said the Carson
"Mother," she whispered money, gun and badge.
By ELIZABETH W'HARTON resolution would be "subject to ists to block the test. He said
of
the
being
backed
out
truck
was
divinity
fied
established
for
will
be
registrants.
rather loudly, "is that how
"I was sitting down, reading
making -The old rule which said WASHINGTON (UPI) -Torn debate" -a code word for that "up to now" the conservaweddings are? You trade off an a paper and two men can* in driveway at 508 South llth Street students who are
the
satisfactory progress in their every registrant born after between dire warnings from the unlimited debate, or .filibuster. tionists had failed to prove
old man for a nice, new model?" and then they came over to and the driver failed to see
The threat is particularly their contention the blast might
Jones' car going south on South studies. Those who do not enter Aug. 30, 1922, had to carry his administration and the threat of
me," patrolman Robert C.
a filibuster from Senate Demo- effective j light of a hoped-for cause a major earthquake or
llth
Street.
ble
to
draft
will
be
ha
card
the
ministry
and
classification
on
Of course that was a joke, but it Winters said. 'They put a gun
his person regardless of his age cratic Leader Mike Mansfield, Thanksgfring adjournment date other adverse affects.
happens only too often. The at my head and told me, 'Don't Damage to the Buick was on the draft until age 35.
the back door and right back -A new classification, 4-G, is abolished. Now registrants congressional supporters of for the current congressional Spokesmen for the Committee
reverse too, of course.
move.fender and to the Chevrolet on the will be established for sole will be required to carry their foreign aid today sought ways session. A filibuster would for Nuclear Responsibility and
Winters said he was tokl to
to salvage at least part of the destroy the schedule of remain- seven other groups fighting the
A sandwich made from last lie face down on a bench in the left back fender and back surviving sons and for young cards only until the end of their
test said they would carry their
ing legislation.
program.
bumper
where
a
father,
liability
families
to
draft-age
men
in
26
for
night's meat loaf is not bad at all. waiting room and his feet were
The Foreign Relations Com- case to the U.S. Circuit Court
Most of the plans involved
killed
in
those
who
sister
was
were
brother
or
a
never
deferred,
tied together with his necktie to
some form of a continuing mittee, meanwhile, met to of Appeals.
the line of duty after Dec. 31, age 35 for all others.
Winchester Printing is planning prevent him from giving chase.
which would extend discuss the matter Monday and, Government officials have not
-A new classification, 1-H, resolution
on moving across the street from The men took $25 in cash and
for a limited period portions of according to Chairman J. given a precise time for the
will
be
established.
This
will
be
us.
his gun and badge. Winters was
billion aid bill which William Fulbright, D-Ark., de- explosion, which will be somefor men turning 18 during 1972 the $2,9
not hurt
thing less than five megatons
killed
in the Senate Friday cided to do "something."
was
and each year thereafter. All
The old Beale Hotel is commn
"The consensus was to do but the largest US. undernight.
registrants
will
go
into
this
down.
The White House and the something, as opposed to ground test in history. The test
Fred Carroll, manager and administrative holding category
Two thefts at homes in Murray part owner
of the Carroll Tire -4ristead of immediately to 1-A State Department said Monday nothing," Fulbright told repor- apparently is scheduled for
Two new buildings going up
have been reported to the Murray
Friday or later.
Service, underwent open heart as in the past-and will remain the bill was vital to U.S. foreign ters.
south of the new Bank of Murray
Police Department. •
Known as "C,annikan," the
He is there until 1973 when their policy needs. Defense Secretary The committee decided to
surgery on Thursday
branch. We understand Boone is
Gary Burkeen of 412 Sycamore
doing well and lottery is held. After the lottery Melvin R. Laird said its death arrange a meeting with Secre- test is designed to gain
reported
to
be
going into one and an eating place
Street told Police Sunday at 6:50 hopes to
be released from the the Selective Service director would slow down America's tary of State William P. Rogers information on the Spartan
in the other.
p.m. that a person or persons
withdrawal from Vietnam and and Agency for International warhead for the Safeguard
hospital this weekend
It couldn't happen in Murray,
entered his house through the His
possibly prolong the war. Development (AID I Adminis- antiballistic missile system.
thus
who
those
for
address
but
it
did.
Mrs.
Chester
Wildey of unlocked back door and took
Also Montgomery Ward plans to
Mansfield, who voted trator John A. Hannah to talk
Hart said after reading secret
But
cards
or
him
would
send
like
to
400
North Eighth Street reported
move in next to Scott Drug on
$125.00 out of his billfold that was
against the bill, warned Mon- the whole thing over as soon as government documents relating
letters is Fred Carroll. William
to
the
Ledger
81
Times
that
Chestnut.
on the dresser in the bedroom. F.
day night that any continuing possible. No date has yet been to the environmental impact of
Bowld Hospital, Room 513. 951
her young son went out on
The billfold and papers were left Court
set.
the test that he considered the
Tenn.
Memphis,
Avenue,
Halloween
and among his "trick on the floor,
The face of Murray has changed
Burkeen told police.
Mansfield warned his col- complex legal
maneuvering
or
treat"
items
was
an
apple.
He
tremendously in the past twenty
The theft occurred between two
leagues immediately after Fri- "like a tempest in a teapot."
started
to
eat
it
this
morning
and
five years.
p.m. and 6:30 p.m. on Sunday.
lay's vote that he would oppose
Opponents of the test have
Mrs. Wildey laughingly told him
Mrs. Pat Miller of 321 South 9th
any
attempt to revive the argued the government has
Applications are still being
that he had better cut it open
Street filed a report Saturday at
This past weekend the Arrow program by way of a continuing kept secret certain documents
accepted for tap dancing and
before he ate it.
2:35 p.m. with the City Police
ballet lessons at the Carter and Bear Patrols of Troop 77 resolution -a device which that would prove their claim
Her son did cut the apple open
regarding jewelry stolen from
School, Barry Polston, Murray camped at Sugar Bay in the Land allows spending to continue at that the tests might cause great
and out fell a razor blade. Some her home
sometime between
A
multi-mediri presentation recreation director announced Between the Lakes. The campout present levels. He was out of harm.
sick person had pushed the razor
August 15 and October 30 of this will be the feature of the WedDuring the weekend, the
theme was conservation and town for the weekend, but he
recently.
weather blade into the apple leaving only year.
Kentucky
The
nesday Luncheon at the United A fee of $5 per month is charged advancement. Don Burchfield, said in answer to a telephoned Atomic Energy Commission
a fine line in the apple peel that Items listed
forecast:
as stolen on the Campus Ministry, North 15th
for the lessons, which are LB1, Recreation Director, inquiry Monday night that he said it expected to "be in a
Mostly cloudy today with might reveal its presence.
police report were an antique Street.
state of readiness to detonate"
sponsored
by the Murray directed the scouts in the has not changed his mind.
Most
children
would
be
un- yellow gold lady's watch with Staff
widely scattered showers and a
Fred Morton, recreation commission. Classes spreading of wheat seed for the Mansfield's leadership post by Friday, meaning the blast
few thundershowers across the suspecting and would naturally initials O.K. on back, valued at Steve Davenport,and Bill Porter,
are held from 3:30-6:30 p.m. on benefit of the bird life. In ad- and personal prestige make his could not come before then.
state and in east half tonight. bite into an apple. Had Mrs. $300.00; six
gold
medal will give a program on the acdition each boy filled two large threat more than academic.
Thursday.
Wildey's
son
not
cut
the
apple
Clearing most of the state
achievements with
name, tivities and purposes of UCM,
Yet it would be virtually
bags with litter collected around
Approximately
20
students
are
into,
his
mouth
would have been William H. Mason, printed on
Cooler this afWednesday.
using slides and music. Two currently enrolled in the course, Sugar Bay campground.
impossible to kill the entire
ternoon in west and cooler over badly lacerated.
them; gold diamond studded projectors will be used st the
Advancement was completed program outright without inwhich is taught by experienced
Parents are urged to carefully medal achievement valued at
the state tonight and Wednesday.
same time, in order to ds non- Instructor, Lisa Horan.
in
back packing, hiking,knife, volving severe hardship for
inspect
candy, apples and other $800.00; and yellow gold sewing
Highs today low 70s west to upper
strate the extensive ministry to Persons interested in taking axe and cooking. Time was some 15,000 aid employes and
70s east. Lows tonight in the low "trick or treat" items which their thimble valued at $100.00
Dowell K. Ryan,son of Dr. and
the University, the Community
tap dancing or ballet lessons are alloted for fishing which proved the recipients of some strictly Mrs.
to upper 40a. Highs Wednesday in children might have brought Is' AI
Louis C. Ryan of Murray, is
and the region.
to be very good. Scouts enjoying humanitarian programs such as
urged
to
contact
Barry
Polston
at
home.
the 50s to low 60s.
now taking his recruit training at
UCM is the united witness to
emergency
assistance
for
Pathe
campout
were
Joey
Grasty,
the City Park or at 753-7640 or
THREE CITED
the Naval Training Center, Great
Murray State University by six Lisa
Horan at the Carter School. Don Henry, Mike Skinner, Scott kistan refugees.
Three persons were cited
Extendli Outlook
Lakes, Ill.
Christian
religious
groups:
Thurman
SLIMNASTICS CLASS
and
a
new
scout
Kevin
yesterday
and
last
night
to
apextended
Kentucky
The
Ryan enlisted in the United
The Women's Slimnastics pear in Murray City Court. They Church (Disciples of Christ),
Geurin.
Adult
leadership
was
FREE PUPPIES
Now You Know
Weather outlook Thursday Class
States Navy for four years and
will meet at the Douglass were one for driving while in- Episcopal, Presbyterian, U. S.
provided by Dr. William Grasty
By United Press International was sworn in at Louisville on
through Saturday:
United Puppies, half chihuahua and and Mr. Platzer.
Catholic,
Recreational Center on Cherry toxicated and hit and run KRS Roman
half rat terrier, will be given
The first natural gee well in Thursday, October 28.
Fair through the period. Cool Street on'
United
Methodist,
and
Tuesday, November 2, 189.580, one for driving while
Troop
77
meets
each
monday
away by the owner. The pupa are
the United States was drilled in
Thursday and Friday and a little
The
Murray
man
was
and Thursday, November 4, at intoxicated and reckless driving, Presbyterian, U.S.A.
evening
p.m.
in
the
6:30
about 6 weeks old. Interested
1921 to a depth of 27 feet near a graduated from Murray High
warmer Saturday afternoon. seven
p.m. All members are and one for littering KRS 433.753, The luncheon is 75 cents and is
basement
of
the
First
Christian
Lows mostly in the 30s Highs in urged to
open to the public. Phone 753-3565 persons should go to 410 N. 1st St. Church. All boys interested in "burning spring" at Fredonia, School and attended Murray
attend.
according to the citation reports. for further
or call 753-2390 or 753-8632.
N
the Me rising to the 60a Saturday.
State University.
information.
scouting are invited to attend.
By ROBERT KAYLOR
NEW DELHI (UPI)-Government authorities mobilized relief efforts onto a "war footing"
today in devastated coastal
areas of Orissa state where a
weekend cyclone is feared to
have claimed more than 10,000
Lives.

5-een&Heard

Around
'Murray

Firemen Answer
Two Calls Monday

Selective Service System
Creates New Classifications

Garden Department
To Meet Thursday

Collision Occurs
In City On Monday

Muggers Tie Up
Policeman, Steal
Money, Gun, Badge

Conservationists
Prepare Appeal
On Blast Ruling

Lawmakers Seek Ways To
Salvage Foreign Aid Bill

Two Thefts Are
Reported Here

Fred Carroll Has
Open Heart Surgery

Halloween Apple
Has Razor Blade
Hidden In It

The Weather

UCM Luncheon Will
Be On Wednesday

Applications
Accepted For
Dancing Classes

Boy Scout Troop Has
Weekend Campout

membia:

Dowell K. Ryan
Enlists In Navy
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By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Americans, including in- the current economic conflict
OtCopley News Service
fluential ones close to Mr. between Washington and
"I
so
be
now
not
MONTREAl„ Canada
would
tawa
little
very
know
to
Nixon, seem
have no doubt," observes Bank
about Canada, understand less, strained and bitter if relations
of Montreal President J. and care hardly at all."
between the two countries had
Leonard Walker, -that an
Bank of Montreal President not become so frayed because
American European bias has
Walker believes that while this of neglect.
blinded the United States to its
"Better friends can always
criticism is all too true, the
obrelations with Canada. The
current strained relations be better neighbors," he
average American knows more
and serves, "and solve problems
Ottawa
between
about Europe than he knows
Washington over economic easier if the climate is corabout Canada. This is unpolicy are only the tip of the dial."
fortunate because there is
iceberg and if something is not
more at stake for America
done soon to repair Canadiannorth of the border than there is
ties, a tragic October ZS, 1971
American
Pacific
or
Atlantic
the
across
collision, costly to both coun- ADULTS 99
oceans. Very much more."
Such statements are rare for tries, will be the result. Walker
Canadian businessmen and is sympathetic to why Mr.
especially for bankers, known Nixon enacted his Aug. 15
for their circumspect and policy.
"I think what Nixon did," he
conservative nature.
J Leonard Walker, however, states, "was a very courageous
is a rebel among Canadian thing.
"It was very obvious that
businessmen In the last five
years as head of one of something had to be done about
Canada's largest financial the 'U. S. dollar. He did
institutions, he has presided something that should have
over changes from putting the been done long ago. I am
Master Michael Rhea Hancock,
picture of a pretty blonde on the willing to watt and see I do
2, Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
Rt
for
doing
marks
full
give
him
cover of the bank's annual
report to laying the foundation something, because it had to Master Richard Ward Grogan,
for doing business with Red come. We're going to have 107 Wms Ave Murray, Master
Farley, 316
Alan
China. The Bank of Montreal, some serious repercussions in Keith
W B
Murray,
But
it
about
doubt
no
Woodlawn,
Canada,
and
influence
its
power
besides
coast to coast, is fast becoming had he not acted, worse things Outland, Rt 5, Murray, Miss
a leader In the field of In- would have happened had it Nettua Famcloth, Rt. 1, Benton.
kept on much longer
Mrs Jo Ann Burkeen, Rt. 7,
ternational finance.
What worries Walker Is that Benton, Hugh Randall Miller, Rt.
As a pro-American who is
political pressures within his 2, Hazel, Robert Cullen McCage,
"proud to be a Canadian,'
Walker sat quietly in his own country will outdistance Rt 5 Box 275, Murray, Mrs
Montreal office before flying and overtake sound economic Glinda Lorue Driver, Fit 1
off to a crucial International decisions that will only further Benton, Mrs Eldean Atwell, fit
Monetary Fund meeting in intensify the strained U. S.- 2, Hickory, Bluford Harvey
Washington and offered some Canadian relations.
Rt. 1, Kirksey. Fred Lee
•'1 think there is every reason Dixon,
blunt but friendly observations
112, Hazel, Mrs. Doll
Box
Bray.
are
we
the
is
risk
on the steadily deteriorating to believe that
Rt. 1, Sedalia.
Bruce
lexpired),
relations between the United taking right now," he went on.
"Surely, when anybod2.is Innune turtle
States and Canada.
backed up against the wall —
A few days earlier on
N A ,A L/PARADISE ISspeaker of the House last year Canadian TV, Prime Minister let's face it, this is politics — I LAND, Bahamas (UPI) — At
when she showed up in a Pierre Trudeau had let loose don't think the judgment could the popular Seafloor Aquapantsuit for a floor session.
one of the most blunt warnings be as good as it otherwise rium, Nassau and Paradise
of at Washington concerning the would be."
Heckler
Margaret
Island visitors can watch as
At the heart of the problem, skilled craftsmen turn the hard
Massachusetts and Patsy Mink Nixon 10 per cent import
of Hawaii frequently show up surcharge.
as Walker sees it, is that the shells of 400-pound hawksbill
on such lists as "prettiest
United States, so burdened with turtles into earrings, cufflinks
"I don't think they know or
woman in the Capitol."
care much shout Canada," responsibilities elsewhere, had and other handmade icseky.
"I suppose when compared to Trucieau said
unintentionally allowed its ties Some of the shapes produce4
most of the men, I am among
"They don't seem to realize with its northern neighbor to in a variety of sizes, include
the prettiest congressmen," what they're
to fall into an alarming state of angel fish, seahorses, dogs and
doing
the 39-year-old Rep Heckler Canadians. I would certainly disrepair. He believes, too, that birds.
said. "But what does it all
want to make sure that
Frove?"
President Nixon is aware of the
, Rep. Mink said she was all in
dilemma he is creating for
favor of more women entering
Canada in terms of our future
politics but said the problems
orientation in this North
of serving were secondary to
American continent."
those of getting elected.
Such statements are the
enormous
of
outgrowth
Peden
The case of Katherine
placed on
pressures
political
of Kentucky, a veteran in
AT 6.30 P.M., GLEN AND ALL HIS FRIENDS
the 'Trudeau government since
Democratic politics there, is
President Nixon's Aug 15
SHOW YOU A BANG-UP GOOD TIME ON
often cited as an example of the
t of a 10 per cent
announcemen
in
power
THE
GLEN CAMPBELL GOODTIME HOUR.
for
struggle
upward
surcharge on imports. The
the election arena.
U. S. economic policy comes at
In 1968, she won the party
a time when "American
nomination for the Senate,
economic imperialism" in
defeating 10 rivals in a primary
Canada has become the most
after incumbent Thruston
critical issue in this country's
his
announced
Morton
politics.
retirement. In the runoff, she
Trudeau's charge that the
got 47 per cent of the vote but
United States does not care
lost to Sen Marlow Cook, R-Ky.
about Canada was reinforced
county
old-time
"The
recently when President Nixon
chairmen didn't help," she said
committed a serious error in
later. "If a man had been
saying that "Japan is our
running, it would have been
biggest customer in the world."
different."
Canada's External Affairs
Although all are sympathetic
Minister Mitchell Sharp bitto Women's Liberation causes,
terly replied in a New York
the current female members of
speech, "You don't help your
Congress do not seek special
own business by creating
benefits because of their sex.
difficulties for your best
For those who are willing to
customer" Sharp pointed out
wait out the system, there have
that in the first six months of
been some benefits.
1971, Canadian purchases of
U. S. goods amounted to $5.4
Mrs. Smith, who has been in
billion whereas Japanese
Congress since 1940, is the secpurchases amounted only to $2
ond ranking Republican on the
billion.
on
third
and
Space Committee
-"The hard fact remains,"
the seniority ladder in the Apeditorially observed the inpropriations Committee and
fluential Toronto Star, "that
would take over as chairman of
Committee
Services
Armed
the
AT 10:30 P.M., RISING NEW STAR CAROL
if Republicans ever gained conBAKER TEAMS WITH LONG TIME CHARACTER
trol of the Senate.

Hospital Report

Honor
Ottis Jones received his Eagle Bronze Palm in a Court of
held by Boy Scout Troop 77 at the First Christian Church.
Alva Walton, age 54, died October 31, in Detroit, Mich. Funeral
and burial services are being held here.
Richard Van Doting, age 70, died November 1 at the Murray
Hospital.
College
Ray Charles will appear in concert at the Murray State
Health Building on November 16.
their
Bilbrey's Goodyear Store had a full page ad yesterday on
15th birthday sale.

W.W. Cochriun, age 78, died October 31, at the Murray Hospital.
The tenth annual Calloway County Beef Show and Sale will be
held November Sand 6 at the Murray Livestock Company Yards.
This is for 4-H and FFA members.
Births reported in the past week include a son to Mr. and Mrs.
Gillard Ross and a son to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis H. Taylor.
-The Basketball Fix" starring John Ireland, Marshall
Thompson. and Vanessa Brown is showing at the Varsity Theatre.

As my Father bath sent me,even so send I you.—John 20:21.
What a privilege: to be the personal representative of the God
of the universe.

Congress women pursue
goals in varied styles

woman for president.
Mrs.Shirley Chisholm,a twoterm congresswoman from a
ghetto district of New York, is
not only the first woman to
make a serious run at the White
House in Many years but also
among the most frequently
mentioned black candidates
who observers figure to launch
splinter ticket effort against
a
•••
the
A business letter from a woman executive at
and
the
Democrats
telephone company identified her signature as being
Republicans.
Mrs. Chisholm, a 46-year-old
that of a "Ms," not a "Miss" or a "Mrs." I I
educator and attorney, was
telephoned her and had Luse devil's own tirnv
raised in and became an acpronouncing it.
tivist for the social causes of
"A husband should be a convenience
the Bedford-Stuyvesant region
By MIKE FEINSILBER
she is
In
not a millstone around the neck."
. WASHINGTON (UPI1—Even of Brooklyn. Congress,
respected as a literate but often
is
to
certain
Congress
speaker.
though
—Woman's Lib
fiery advocate of minority
t,cut income taxes for 1971, 1972
In the presidential
calms.
and 1973, you may find more — contest, many feel Mrs.
your
from
Almanac
less
—withheld
not
The
Chisholm will get votes
paycheck starting in January.
because she is black and is a
The tax cuts tentatively woman and probably as many
By United Press International
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 2, the approved Friday by the Senate more in opposition because of
Finance Committee are not those physiological conditions.
3011th day of 1971.
UPI)—The The moon is full.
YORK
large enough to offset the
s NEW
"In the political world I have
„market is currently reflecting
The morning star is Saturn. increase in Social Security been far oftener discriminated
against because I am a woman
widespread discouragement on
The evening stars are Mercu- taxes slated for next year.
Moreover, the 'government than because I am black," she
the part of the small investor, ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
says Hoppin, Watson Early this Those born on this day are erred ai I ordered employers to said.
Women in Congress tend to
withhold coo little in 1971. The
year he was looking forward to under the sign of Scorpio.
recouping some of his huge President James Polk was result is that withholding for make news whatever they do,
millions of people will increase mainly because therekare so
1969-70 losses. Now he seems to born Nov. 2, 1795.
next year. The same people will few of them 113 of 435 members
have become totally skeptical On this day in history:
the, in the House and one of 100
owe
they
that
Foreign find
British
and is liquidating mutual fund
1917
In
They get few
substantial senators
a
holdings in order to preserve Secretary Arthur Balfour pr government
legislative breaks because of
capital and earn income from posed a Jewish homeland in amount when they compute sex and are creatures of the
government bonds or savings Palestine. Israel became a their taxes next spring.
same seniority system which
When the tax bill reaches the governs men.
deposits.
reality 31 years later.
In 1920 a Pittsburgh radio Senate floor in about 10 days,
Many make up for their lack
Technical factors suggest a station ( KDKA began the first liberals are expected to try to
of experience in flamboyance.
decline of about 50 Dow points regular schedule of broadcast- make the tax cuts more Others, through know-how and
before the market can turn ing by reporting returns from generous.
shrewdness, frequently show
around again, says E. F. the presidential election.
If they succeed, the withhold- up their male counterparts in
Hutton. The firm forecasts a
In 1962 President John F. ing schedules will be recomput- the wisdom department. Two
target of about 925 for the Dow Kennedy announced that Soviet ed and taxpayers may notice an outstanding examples of each
and says the market's recent missile bases in Cuba were increase in their take home pay. style are Rep. Bella Abzug, Dreluctance to pull away from being dismantled
The tax cuts okayed by the N. Y.. and Sen. Margaret
support levels, and the lack of In 1970 Cardinal Richard Senate panel were the same as Chase Smith, R-Maine.
rallies within the Cushing died in Boston at the those which passed the House
trading
Mrs. Abzug, a standout in
decline indicate a sold-out age of 75.
as part of President Nixon's big Washington for her colorful
condition and imminent upturn.
bill cutting taxes —mostly manner of dress, brash
business taxes —by $15.4 billion language and discontent with
' The economy is undergoing a
the system, has made
over the next three years.
. test of strength, between the
The cuts in personal income headlines frequently with
_leads taken by auto production
taxes are achieved by increas- appearances at antiwar rallies
and housing starts and the lag
ing the personal exemption — and in loud floor speeches
'left
sa in the economy as a whole,
•I
the amount taxpayers subtract which knocked the Establishys Janeway. Will the strong
their ment.
and
themselves
for
As a comparison, Sen. Smith
sectors pull the rest of the
dependents from their income
could hardly be described as
economy up, or will the
taxable
their
compute
to
raucous and rarely makes a
leconomy drag the auto and MOVILLE, Iowa ( UPI)— income.
stemwinding speech on the
a
issued
down"
was
back
Grey
William
industries
*housing
For many years, the exemp- floor. However,
considered one
%.,' Janeway believes the latter will ticket last week by highway tion was $600. It rose to $650
the closest issue watchers in
N.
•. occur and that both automotive patrolman Clel Reviler for this year. But the bill would of
the Senate, Mrs. Smith
and residential construction defective equipment on his increase it to $675 for 1971 and
astounded many Republicans
now.
truck.
peaking
pickup
:activity are
to $750 for 1972 and subsequent last year by waiting until the
last dramatic moment to anBaulder was surprised when years.
cut nounce her decision to vote
- The mutual fund industry
he answered a pounding at his This would mean a tax
neara
as
viewed
4 cannot be
door during the weekend to ranging from $40 to $80 or so against two Supreme Court
term source of funds for the
for most middle-class families. nominations advanced by
meet Grey again.
market, says Harris, Upham.
was For a family of four with an President Nixon
he
explained
Grey
There is evidence professional rushing his pregnant wife, income of $10,000
the cut "Mrs. Smith is as indemoney managers are making Mardis, to Sioux City Hospital would amount to $62. A family pendent as hell but she shs
use of rallies to liquidate while but that Mrs. Grey didn't think of four with $5,000 income it in a different way than
the small investor is Only the baby would wait.
would pay $96 in taxes in 1972 Bella," said one veteran capitol
securitftnan who has watched
waiting until he can recoup
instead of $170.
losses to dump the funds he Baudler, father of three, Also tentatively approved by both in action.
As conscientious as any
originally bought as a long-term including one still in diapers, the Senate committee was a
grabbed a handful of diapers provision increasing the stan- woman in Congress is, she
protection against inflation.
finds herself being
and ran outside.
dard deduction from 14 per cent often
Now You Know
primarily for what
publicized
had,"
I
tools
the
all
"That's
but
1972,
for
to 15 per cent
By United Press International
as a woman
does
she
eight
an
delivery
after
said,
he
retaining the $2,000 maximum.
In Hebrew, the numbers from
one ounce daughter for The deduction is also subtract- Rep. Charlotte Reid of
3 to 10 are the opposite gender pound,
Greys a mile from his ed from income to compute Illinois, a member since 1960,
from the nouns that they the
drew more attention than the
house.
taxable income.
qualify
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — When
election time roils around in
America next year, citizens
will have a chance to vote for a

o Offset
Tax Slash
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WITH GLEN CAMPBELL...

WLAC-TV

CAROL BAKER
AND RALPH MEEKER.

ACTOR RALPH MEEKER IN DARK MYSTERY OF
SOMETHING WILD.TONIGHT'S FILM FESTIVAL
FEATURE.

The road upward in the
House is a bit more difficult but
Florence P. Dwyer of New
Jersey, the 68-year-old, 14-year
representative from New
Jersey is a No. 2 in line for
succession on the Republican
side for chairman of the important Banking and Finance
Committee. She also is the
ranking minority member of
the Government Operations
Committee.

WLAC-TV
4
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• starts Tomorrow
•
* THE TOUCH

However, it is clear that the
(Thisholins and the Abzugs do
not have the legislative • starring
patience of the Smiths and •
ELLIOT GOULD
Dwyers.
"We know just as much as
these guys and we're ready to :
112=11
show it," said Rep. Abzug.
• LAST MITE 7:45 9:30 •

•
FRIBOURG, Switzerland
UPI)—Racing driver Jo Siffert
was buried Friday after a
memorial service in the cattleral of `Fribourg. A crowd of
,000 watched more than a half
oi dozen racing drivers march
11 the funeral procession

•
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Mrs. Jo Hale and Mrs, Jeanie
Lamb were awarded prizes for
wearing the best constiunes at
the Halloween meeting of the
Omicron Alpha chapter of Tau
Phi Lambda sorority held on
October 26 at the home of Mrs
Treva Grogan.
After prizes were awarded,
Mrs. Carolyn Parks, president,
called the business meeting to
order and asked for reports from
the treasurer and committees.
The sorority discussed the
Outstanding Citizens' award
which they present each year.
and the narne of this years'
recipient will be announced at a
later date.
It was agreed that the sorority
would have a bowlieg party on
November 9 at 7:00 p.m. and also
bowl on the second Tuesday of
each month throughout the
winter months.
The president asked that each
member vote by secret ballot for
Ideal Sorority Sister, and this
presentation will be made later to
the member who has best served
the sorority during the past year.
A nominating committee for
new officers was appointed and
asked to present a list of new
officers to be voted on at the next
meeting. Plans for a rush party
were made and it was decided
that the rush party would be held
on November 23 at the conference
room of the Murray Federal
Savings and Loan office at 7 -00
p.m. All members were encouraged to take part in the plans
and to invite any prospective
members
The meeting was adjourned
and refreshments were served by
'Mrs. Gtogari.
Ten members and one guest,
Sherri Cagle, were present at tbe
meeting.

Dating wives give

GIRL SCOUT Troop 65 members are pictured with other area junior Girl Scouts at the Juliette Low
birthday party held Thursday evening. Nearly ninety girls in Halloween costumes were present to
enjoy the fun and refreshments. Robyn Burke won the prize for the most original costume, and
Connie Smith won the prize for the funniest costume . Juliette Low founded Girl Scouting to the
United States and every year girls all over America celebrate her birthday. F.ach girl contributes one
penny for each year of her life to the Juliette Low World Friendship Fund. This year Murray's junior
Girl Scouts are giving $11.70.
(Photo by Allen Cunningham

Foundational Class
Has Supper Meet
At Shirley Home

Prizes Are Given
At Halloween Party
Of Tau Phi Lambda

DEAR ABBY: We single girls would have more dates if
the married women would stop going around with the single
men.
I am only 20 and have no intentions of getting married
in the near future anyway, but I enjoy an occasional date to
a nightclub or movie, which is hard to get because most
eligible men are dating married women.
My 18-year-old cousin, whose husband travels a lot,
never stays home one night when her husband is away. She
takes off her rings, makes a date with an eligible man, and
goes her merry way, while I sit home waiting for the
telephone to ring.
There is one guy who dates. me one time, and her the
next. Should I tell him she's mai-tied'
JEALOUS

Tuesday, November
of the Rainbow for Girls will meet
The Murray TOPS Club will at the Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
meet at the Calloway County
The Foundational Sunday
Health Center at seven p.m. All The Christian Education School Class of,the
DEAR JEALOUS: No. IP S. Thf chances are, he alFirst Baptist
Miss Jenny Carol Giles
Interested persons are invited. Committee of the First Christian
Church held a potluck supper
ready knows.]
Church will meet in the church meeting in the home of the
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Giles of South Fulton, Tenn., announce the
Jewelry Class of the Murray library at seven p.m.
engagennt and approaching marriage of theirooly daughter,
teacher, Mrs. Edgar Shirley,
DEAR ABBY: I'm the type of person who would never
State Women's Society will meet
Jenny Carol, to James Lynn Wood, son of Mrs. Mildred Wood of
Doran Road, on Tuesday, Ocdrop in on anyone [not even my own mother] without some
in Room 431 of the Fine Arts
The Annie Armstrong Group of tober 26, at six-thirty o'clock in
South Fulton, Tenn., and the late Walter Woad.
kind of advance notice. To me, that is the epitome of rudethe First Baptist Church will the evening.
The bride-elect is a 1971 graduate of Fulton High School. She is
Building.
ness.
meet at the home of Mrs. M.C. New officers elected for the
now attending the University of Tennessee at Martin. Her
Friday
evening
this
summer,
I
M.
one
At
6
received
P
The Women's Society of Garrott at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs.
grandparents are Mrs. Ruth Giles and the late Elvin Giles and
coming year are Mrs. Pat
a phone call from relatives who were "passing thru_" They
Christian Service of the First Charles Hale as the leader.
Mrs. Carter Lee Farmer and the late John Farmer, all of Murray.
the neighborhood," and asked for directions to my
were
"in
Mayfield,
president;
Mrs.
Shirley
United Methodist Church will
Mr. Wood is a 1970 graduate of South Fulton High School and is a
house, obviously expecting to spend the night.
Washer,
vice-president;
Mrs,
meet at ten am. with the The Delta Department of the
sophomore at the University of Tennessee at Martin. His grandFortunately we had no plans for the weekend, and enMarilyn Boyd, secretary; Mrs.
executive board meeting at 9:15 Murray Woman's Club will meet
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Milton Davis, and the late Mr and Mrs.
joyed visiting with them, but I was amazed to learn that
a.m. A potluck luncheon will be at the club house at 7:30 p.m. Helen Jones, assistant secretary;
G. L. Wood of South Fulton, Tenn.
they had traveled 1,000 miles and stayed with friends and
Mrs.
Sandra
Henry
and
Mrs.
served at noon in honor of Mrs. Hostesses will be Mesdames
The wedding will be on Saturday, December 18, at four o'clock
relatives all along the way They said they were "lucky"
Britton,
William
retiring Elliott Wear, Henry Warren, Emmilee Green, group captains;
in the afternoon at the First United Methodist Church, Fulton,
that everyone they called was home and "not busy."
Mrs.
Fredda
Rogers,
publicity;
president.
with Rev. William G. Adams officiating. A reception will follow in
When they mentioned that they might stop again onMyrtle Wall, R.H.Thurman, Mrs. Linda Waugh, correspontheir way home, I asked them to please phone when they
the social hall of the church.
Ronald Churchill, and Miss ding secretary.
Group I of the CWF of the First Lorene Swann.
were about 100 miles away so I'd know when -to expect — All friends and relatives are inVireirt7iitirnd the wedding'andA delicious supper was served
Christian Church will meet at ten
them.
the reception.
and
a
period
of
fellowship
a.m. in the home of Mrs. Henry
A week later, at 10 P. M. they rang my bell! (No
followed
the
business
meeting.
The Kappa Department of the
Fulton, Dogwood Drive, with
advance notice.! This time I was unable to conceal my
Mrs. M.C. Ellis in charge of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
irritation.
p.m.
with
house
at
7:30
at
the
club
program.
I recently received a note thanking me for my hospitali\
a style show from the t
ty and apologizing for not phoning in advance. They gave
A baby girl, Deanna Kay,
the impression that they were welcomed with open arms by weighing seven pounds seven
-Group 11 of the First Christian Mademoiselle Shop. Hostesses Sgt. James M. Wilkerson and a
Ted
Bradshaw,
will
be
Mesdames
everyone except me. The excuse they gave for just dropping ounces, was born to Mr.. and
Church CWF has changed its
friend, Miss Sharon Jones of
in was this was their vacation and they didn't want to have Mrs. L.D.. Farris of Millington,
meeting to November 9 at the Jimmy Ford, Jim Hall, Prue Quantico, Va., were the weekend
Kelly, and Richard Knight.
to be at a certain place at a certain time. Frankly, I think
home of Mrs. Annie Bailey.
Tenn., on Saturday,October 29, at
guests of his mother, Mrs. Hugh
that's a lousy excuse.
.2:37 p.m. at the U.S. Naval
Women's Slimnastic Class will B. Wallace and Mr. Wallace.
The Calloway County
High
I am fond of these ,Litives and don't want to alienate , Hospital.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
meet at the Douglas Recreational
School Chapter of the Future
them. yet I do not like "drop in" company. Am I too
They
have
one
other
daughter,
Norman
Lee
Smith
of
Murray
Center, Cherry Street, at seven
Business Leaders of America
uptight about it? Or do meet women agree with me?
Debra Lynn, age seven. The
p.m. All members are urged to Route One has been dismissed
teld its first meeting on ThurIRRITATED HOSTESS father is a Chief Petty Officer in
from the Western Baptist
attend.
sday, October 28.
DEAR IRRITATED: most women prefer a tittle notice the U.S. Navy.
Hospital, Paducah.
The guest speaker was John
Grandparents
are
Sherman
In
order
to
prepare
for
guests.
And
I think it's an imposition
Wednesday, November 3
Dale, minister of the New
Farris,
South
on
9th
Street,
to
pop
is
folks
Murray,
unexpectedly. What it they've shade otherLuncheon and general
Providence Church of Christ. He
plans?
and Mr.and Mrs. J.H. Perkins of
business meeting of the ladies of
gave an interesting talk to the
Murray Route Three. A great
the Oaks Country Club will be
members of the club on "Using
grandmother
is
Mrs.
W.R.
Marr
DEAR
ABBY: For the lady who was concerned beheld at 12:15 p.m. For reserOne's Talents."
The winners for the golf and
Route
Four.
of
Murray
cause her son wanted to quit college to enroll in a trade
vations call Linda Emerson or
Susan McCann, the club's vice
•ridge sessions held at the
school because he liked to work with his hands: In John
Laura Parker by Tuesday
president, reported on the first
lloway County Country Club on
Mr.
Alexanand
Mrs.
Dwain
Gardner's
book,
"Excellence,"
he emphasizes the need
morning.
meeting held at Murray
ednesday, October 27, have
for everyone to perform his task to the best of his ability, der, 1450 Poinsietta, Long Beach,
State
University
on October 21.
The Baptist Young Women and .• • n announced.
no matter how humble that task may be. He offers the California, are the parents of a
This will be the first-time FBLA
the Baptist Women of the Cherry Mrs. Pete Hulse and Mrs.
following example:
baby boy, James Edward ,
has been organized on a regional
Corner Baptist Church will hold
uck Shuffett tied for medalist.
"An excellent plumber is infinitely more admirable than
weighing eight pounds four
basis. All contests will be conmeetings
their
at
seven
regular
an
between
putts
Mrs.
was
a
tie
incompetent
Low
philosopher. The society which scorns ex- ounces and 22,02 inches long, born
WRITTEN BY
p.m. at the church.
cellence in plumbing because plumbing is a humble activity, 3ri Sunday. October 31, at a ROOM AT THE TOP—The ducted at the regional meeting in
. C. Lowry and Mrs. Bob HibJO CRASS
wide-shouldered look of the February or March. The first
and tolerates shoddiness in philosophy because it is an
bard. Mrs. M. C. Garrott was the
nospital in Long Beach.
Forties is given a Seventies three place
Don't think for a second
winners will be
The Faxon Mothers Club will middleman. Mrs. George E.
exalted activity, will have neither good plumbing nor good
flavor
in tbis artful design by
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
that the turtleneck sweater
eligible to compete at the State
philosophy. Neither its pipes nor its theories will hold
meet at the Faxon School at 1:45 • erbey was the golf hostess.
Hugh Alexander, 903 Coldwater Cuddlecoat In quilted cotton
has exited from the fashion
water."
p.m.
AN EDUCATOR, OLYMPIA. WASH, Road, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. strewn with pink and red Convention in April.
Winning high score for bridge
flowers, the coat is styled
,cene...It's bigger than
The Regional officers elected
was Mrs. Richard Knight and the
dalia Decker of Satanta, with a semi-cape over long
..ser...only this time use it
were
as follows:
The Baptist Women of the Flint second high went to Mrs. John
full
sleeves.
Kansas.
The paternal great
as part of the layered
Vice President —John Miller—
Baptist Church will meet at the Roach. Mrs. L. D. Miller was the
are
Mrs..
grandmothers
Wiztnie
look...Something to keep in
Heath; secretary—Betsy Wolfe—
church at seven p.m.
bridge hostess.
Scarbrough of Murray Route One
mind when shopping.
Ballard;
treasurer—Brenda
The ladies day luncheon was
and Mrs. Pearl Alexander of Bay
Murray Open Duplicate Bridge served at noon with Mrs. Don
No doubt bread pudding Hicks—Lone Oak; reporter—
City, Michigan.
Because gals demand
Club will meet in Gleason Hall, Hunter as chairman for the
was first created to use up Steve Reid—Reidland;
equality
in
St. Leo's Catholic Church, at hostesses.
leftover
bread and keep it parliamentarian—Kathy ConMr. and Mrs. Gary Rodemier
everything., they have
seven p.m. No advance notice is This was the last regular ladies
from going to waste. That's way—Mayfield.
of Paducah announce the birth of
chosen to wear lapels as
Officers who will be serving the
still a good rule to follow
necessary. For information call day golf session.
The next
a baby boy, Chad Ryan, weighing
wide., wider perhapsince there is no better or Calloway club during the 1871-72
753-8838.
session of bridge will be played at
six pounds five ounces, born on
more nutritious dessert school year are as follows:
s ..than those the men are
the club on November 10 with
Friday, October 22, at the
Thursday, November 4
Try whole wheat or raisin
wearing.
President—David Hail; vice
Western Baptist Hospital,
The Garden Department of the Mrs. James Ransom and Mrs.
cinnamon bread to vary the president—Susan McCann;
hostes.set.
Hunt
Smock
as
Paducah.
pudding Another simple secretary—Glenda
Murray Woman's Club will have
Suede takes its rightful
Stubblefield;
The new father is with the news
variation is toasting and
a holiday workshop at 1:30 p.m.
treasurer—Sue Ann Adams;
place at the very top of the
before
bread
the
buttering
Paducah.
WPSD-TV,
staff
of
Hostesses are Mesdames I. L.
fashion list...11 not in its
adding it to the custard historian—Sabrina Tucker; asst.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Clanton, H. Ed Chrisman, E. S.
entirity at least as trim on
mixture before baking. historian—Jeanie Parker;
Harold Rodemier of St. Louis,
Ferguson, A.M. Alexander, and
virtually everything.. You
Lemo n, butterscotch or reporter—Kathy Kelly.
Mo.,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
K.
Thomas
McCoy.
Mr and Mrs. E.J. Haverstock
Seventy-nine members were
ran prove your affection bv
brandy sauces are the perPinkley of Murray.
placed first in the play at the
fect topping for humbl e, present for the first meeting.
gii Ing suede. real or
A re-organizational meeting of Murray Open duplicate Bridge
but so-goort, bread pudding.
Nilo as a gift.
By University of
will kill mildrew sporm. For Mr. and Mrs. Roy F. Crotzer of
Robertson Cub Scout Pack will be Club held Wednesday, October
Kentucky County
future protection, polish the Jeffersontown are the parents of
held at seven p.m. at Robertson 77, at seven o'clock in the evening
You have that invitation
Extension Agents
leather with a wax dressing, or a baby girl, Cynthia Ann, born on
School,
at
Gleason
Hall, St. Leo's
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Concord Remains Undefeated
In County Hardwood Action

k 197

'Men's Cage League
Registration Set

Hockey War Is On
With Formation Of
Hockey League

Registration for teams entering the men's basketball
league will begin Monday at the
ton,
City Park, Barry
recreation directorP°Is
a rk,
announced recently.
Entries will be accepted
through November 10.
"The entry fee will be $50 per
team," Polston said. "We are
planning a 15-game schedule and
we want as many teams as
possible to participate in the
tournament."
A rules meeting will be held at
an unannounced date following
registration, he added. Games
will be played at the Douglas
Center on North ad St.
Interested persons should
contact Polston at the City Park
or at 753-7640.
Details on church and women's
basketball leagues are incomplete pending location of
suitable facilities.
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Green Bay Packer Forres
Were.
game. Alabama Is second with "We'll just have to work Green Bay with Brocluington Gregg would be activiated as a
403.2 yards and is tops in rush- harder to avoid them," he said, leading ths way drove 65 yards backup man.
Increased risk of injury, their
WASHINGTON (UPI
ing with 341.7 yards per con- and then happily switched his to a touchdown the following
Gregg was picked up on James G. Garrick, assistant appropriate product modificatest.
attention to the Lions.
series and that —except for a waivers earlier in the season
of orthopedic surgery tions must be forthcoming,"
ISU has also gotten most of "I like the way Detroit brief flurry in the closing and Talbert was traded fro professor
of the division of said Dr. Garrick.
head
and
its yardage on the ground, hav- plays," he said. "They're well minute and 15 seconds of the New Orleans
at the Universi- Garrick has been retained by
medicine
sports
rushing
yards
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ing averaged
coached, good, clean and hard first hall —was the scoring.
"Obviously we are sorry for ty of Washington, said Monday the National Football League
This revolutionary new jewel acknowledged
and 163.3 passing
Green Bay took a 14-7 lead both Ralph and the team,' that there was "a serious area , Players Association (NFLPA)
as the finest diamond substitute goes beyond
The Auburn Tigers retained
NFL Standings
after Dave Robinson recovered Landry said.
about the safety of to conduct a survey as to the
question"
of
with
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offense
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By United Press International Steve Owens' fumble at the
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near
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next
the
American Conference
the
on
teammat
other
two. Hunter scored
brilliance of the true gem. Diamonair simulated
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East
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play.
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R. Garvey, executive
Edward
said
Garrick
Dr.
finance,
arid
average
but carry a warranty offered by no _other
rushing defense with an
5 1 1 .833 on a 49 yard pass play to tie it. underbrush at a speed of about
Miami
that high school football players director of the NFLPA, indicatyield of 84.5 yards per game, Baltimore
5 2 0 .714 The Lions quarterback gained 10 miles an hour.
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Seattle suffered 50 per cent ed that the players were
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Central
Detroit Oklahoma.
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down
with pictures that showed skin Devine, head coach and general
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Sunday
4 3 0 .571 way.
loss
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3 4 0
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CORPORATE SECURITIES
OWNED BY U.S. LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES 1970

VERONA, N. J. (UPI): Seamstresses at the nation's largest flag manufacturing firm are working
on a new banner with five gold stars on a field of
red—the ensign of the People's Republic of China.
Norman Rivkees, a vice president of Annin and
Co., said the new flags are being sewn, embroidered
and silk-screened in sizes ranging from four-by-six
inches to five-by-eight feet. They will sell from
about 50 cents to $30, he said.

The Kentucky Water Pollution
Commission
has
Control
proposed a stream classification
plan that would in effect limo
recreational areas on the Ohio
River to about 40 per cent of the
river between Ashland and
Paducah.
The commission will hold d
public hearing on the proposal at
10 a.m. Nov, 30 in the state Health
Department Auditorium in
Frankfort.

"As a matter of policy we don't make flags of
Communist, non-United Nations member countries,
especially those antagonistic to the United States,"
Rivkees said.
"But we make the flags of all UN members, so
here we are."
He said the company filled a rush order Tuesday
at the request of the UN which needed a mainland
China flag to fly in front of its headquarters.

5lickie Costone, floor supervisor at Annin and
Co.. holds completetd Chinese flag. At the sewing
machine is Ida Taylor.

-

,
FRANKFORT,Ky. —The state
rtzud of Cosmetologists atitu
Hairdressers has passed a
regulation allowing osit-of-state
hairdressers, who normally could
not meet Kentucky standards, to
work here temporarily if their
husbands are servicemen
assigned to Kentucky military
bases.

Exchange of Life Policies
Idea
Seldom A

pood

that
f
IAPeita.
it's not a good idea to change
horses in mid-stream. Likewise,
there is seldom any advantage in
exchanging an old life insurance
policy for a ilea one, says the Institute of Life Insurance.
te4ore.Allt,V,I1 'fa!, Liig,

ire Linit against your present policy, it seldom pays to drop it in

U.S I tc insurance companies'
ot railroads, piihli, utii.ties,
holdings of corporate securities and industrial and miscellaneous
jumped by nearly $4.0 billion in corporations. Public utility bonds
1970, representing additional capi- represent an important medium for
PARIS, Tenn., Nov. 1. — A
made araiable to help finance
Through these
Paris liquor store owner whose tal nation's business growth, re- life comparly funds.companies prolife
the
business is next door to the ports the Institute of Lffe Insur- investnients,
vide a vital service, financing the
Henry County jail was indicted ance.
power for industrial expansion and
here Monday by the county
Corporate securities owned by the means to distribute it to the
grand jury on charges of sell- life companies constituted 43 per general population. Life companies
ing liquor to a minor.
cent of the companies' assets at also backed expanded communicaParis police said John Rey- year-end 1970, amounting to S88.5 tions facilities to speed information
nolds, owner of Reynolds Liq- billion. Corporate bond holdings and to link ctstant people together.
Life companies have underwrituor Store, sold "several" bot- accounted for $73.1 billion of the
tles of liquor to a 16-year-old total and stocks for $15.4 billion. ten water, se xerage, fuel and local
Corporate bonds have remained transportation faciffes for a growMurray, Ky., youth.
mobile popu35 per c,ent.and 40 per
Police said the store report- between a proportion of all life in- ing and increasingly
ed the youth had made pur- cent as company assets for the lation.
surance
Long-term shifts in investment
chases before under an appar- past 20 years.
demand are mirrored in changes
ently false identification.
The major part of corporate in life companies' portfolios. Since
bond holdings, $68.7 billion, was World War II, for example, there
invested in U.S. corporations. The have been appreciable shifts in
MORE NICKEL USED
was in
. Free world consumption of remainder, $4.4 billion,countries, holdings from government securiin foreign
ties to corporate securities Changes
nickel in 1969 was 1120 million corporations
chiefly Canada_
in relative yields of the various inpounds, nearly double that of
4-ve.trnent iwzdita--aontresse---wr

Henry Jury Indicts
Paris Businessman

favor of a new one.
If it should appear that your old
policy -no longer meets your Reeds,
your life insurance company will
gladly aid you in adapting it to
your present situation. Therefore,
it is seldom necessary or advisable
. Get the Facts
to exchange policies in order to
11 anyone suggests such an ex- meet new needs.
ask him td submit his
The new work permits will be change,
proposition in v.riting to you. Then
;aimed primarily at wives of you will have the essential facts PARSONS' 151 TITLE
NEW BREMEN, Ohio (UPI)
soldiers in training at Kentucky and you can study them at your
!bases and will be good for six le..,ure. Before taking any action, —Johnny Parsons, whose father
get in touch vs.th the life insurance won the Indianapolis 500 in
- months only
...
company with which you' have the
his first career
Mrs. Mary Lou Adkins, board policy—e4„her ,chreetly or through 1950, captured
when he won the
title
sprint
her
said
agency
director,
to.
has
'
your agent. You may. also wish
at the New
received many requests from write to the /home office of the lap feature event
1'359
service wi yea,,,Itho cam*. czetpeetas, from swlaich it is tra Bremen
practice hairdressing here gested that you purchase the new
state policy.
of
high
because

40.

.1

nts in training and
"We have very high standards
for hairdressers in Kentucky and
only four or five states require
higher qualifications," Mrs.
Adkins noted ''So a hairdresser
from another state usually has to
undergo further training before
qualifying to work here.
"But wives of servicemen in
. training seldom can afford extra
I study and they usually are here
only for the six months or so
while their men are in training."
. Mrs Adkins said the new
'temporary work permit will help
I solve this problem and provide
i service farruhes with extra income when they most need it.
t

I

Be Critical
The reason for looking critically
at a policy "switch" is that the policy you already own may contain
more favorable guarantees than
new policies offer today.
You will again have a one or
two year ''contestable" period, after the new pot.zy gu". into effect,
during which the company is entitled to question the statement
made in the application for the
policy.
Also, you will be older if you

L.1 these shifts. Investment of life
insurance funds is not, however, a
si m ple mutter of following changes
in yield curves and in assessments
of .ncestment quality. Decisions
about long-term investments, such
as those made by life companies,
also require consideration of major economic and social trends for
decades to come.
Life insurance investing does uil
go only to large firms. It has helped
thousands of smaller businesses
by providing funds for expanding
product lines and services, for moving- into new territories aria for
ne.v plants or moderniz,ng
old ones.
Investments in stocks acchunt
for the other part of corporate securities owned by U.S. life companies. Common stock totaled
$11.9 billion and preferred S3.5
billion. The afgregate increhsed by
$1.7 billion, or 12.5 per cent during-

Commission spokesmen say
stream classification is a
necessary step to implement
water-quality
Kentucky's
standards which were adopted
July. Standards differ
last
depending on whether a stream is
classified for recreation, public
water use, aquatic life, industrial
water supply or agricultural use.
Asst Atty. Gen.
Bullock, proxy representative for
the state attorney general on the
commission, said the plan will
deny too much of the river a
recreational classification.
He said communities could
avoid purchasing costly sewagetreatment systems required by
recreational classification by
saying the category does not
apply to them
However, Deputy Health
Commissioner Ralph Pickard,
the state's chief environmental
officer, noted all Kentucky
municipalities have agreed to
install secondary sewagetr:eatthent no fater-Biaii 105

Clemmie's Has Just The Right Dress
So Ingenue . . . The Look of the "Pina Foro" in Velvet and Print

exchange your policy, so that the
premium rite of "The proposed new
policy will be higher on that ac...ount alone. Furthermore, you have
probably built up cash values in
sour old policy which it would
t.,ke years to build in new policies.
Even if you have borrowed up to

,

Open 7

nitelv plus I 00 liat & Sun

TONITE * *
Mike Nichols' "CARNAL KNOWLEDGE"
* *

NOTE: -Carnal Knowledge moves to the Cheri tomorrow

Acrylic - printed in a quaint and
charming pattern - takes On a
velvet bib front, draws a velvet
belt around to tie at the back,
Puffed up sleeves add to the
story-book effect.

'hsfl sa
this
RIPS

'his bui
and 6

Ends Tonite * "JENNIFER ON MY MIND" R
o 5ser

"
•CaniaiKnowiedgei• one of the best movies ever."
C-

Vapor...

Mike Nichols.lack %idloisoraandice Bergen.
(-patinae!. Xnn %largjer and Jules Feiner
inhur

We have the largest selection in
Western Kentucky of the new
dressy party look in fabrics of
velour acetate, metallic, printed
or plain in both long and short.

ralleaeraeraftelfPit....,
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HOLY BIBLES GIVEN AWAY

Anyone Can

Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible, and to
make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your Bible
Enter .. for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.

On this page 36 different verses from the Holy Bible will be
printed every week for 26 weeks. Underneath each verse will
be given a clue showing the book of the Bible from which it is
taken, together with a line showing within a range of 3
CHAPTERS how to locate the exact CHAPTER and Verse
number.
You must correctly identify the exact location of ONLY
THREE 31 s( rses on this page to participate in the award of
36 Bibles 1hat will be given away each week. You may enter
THIS WEEK, ANY week or EVERY week during the 26
weeks program, until your name is printed as a winner. Each
week's page is separate and apart, and not related to a
previous or forthcoming week.
When submitting on this page the THREE 13i identified
verses, you must enclose a statement of 25 cords or less, in a
sentence beginning with these six words: READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE

And they spoke unto hem the
word of the Lord, and to all
that were in his house. (Be
rween Acts 15 and 17)

Winners: You may receive
your Bibles by appearing
in person at the business whose

ads ertisement carries your name

Entries for this week's awards must be
postmarked not later than FRIDAY midnight,
following the date on this particular contest.
Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32 Murray. Ky. 42071.
The name of each winner will be printed below
one of the advertisements appearing on this
page, next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on which their name
appears to the firm under which the name appears. The Judges' decisions are final.

THE THOUGHT YOU CONVEY IN THIS SENTENCE IS
A DETERMING FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARDS
TO EACH PARTICIPANT

Entries must specify the name of the firm
sponsoring each of the three verses submitted.

Name
Address-

Contestants may win only I Bible with each
published contest. Each page k considered a
seigKILIS

I

Mail To:
Bible Committee Ledger & Times
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071
to us hath been plainly read
before me. (Between Ezra
3 and 5)

answer, and held their peace.
(Between Luke 19 and 21)

And he basted, and took the
ashes away Iran his face;
and the king of Israel discerned him that he was of
the prorphets. (Between
1 and
Ki

LYONS

.st

And his allowance was a con.
tinual allowance given him
of the king, a daily rate for
every day, all the days of his
life. (Between U Kings 23
•
and 2

the word of God grey.'
id
multiplied (Between
'/14.-rs 11 and 11)

Now as soon as it vies day.
there was no small stir
among the soldiers, what was
become of Peter. (Between
Acts _I L and _12)
•

For in him we live, and move,
and have our being: as certain also of your own poets
have said, For we are also
his offspring. (Between Acts
16 and 19)

SOUTH SIDE
RESTAURANT

DAVID STORY
905 N. 18th St.
Murray, Kentucky

And the king sware, and said,
As the Loritliveth, that bath
redeemed my soul out of all
distress. (Between I Kings
1 and 3)

BANK OF MURRAY

South 12th Street
Phone 753-9131
DALE FINNEY
Rte 2, Murray, Ky

And the king said unto his
servants. Know ye not that
there is a prince and a great
man fallen ttrls day in Israel?
(RetweerLII Samuel 2 and 4)

MURRAY SEWING
CENTER

I jA I
YOU may receive your
Award at Main Office

Southside Shopping Center
MRS RUTH HUE
700 Sycamore St
Murray, Ky

American
Motors

641 Super Shell

Singer Sewing Machines

Fresh Catfish, Char-Broil
Steaks, Country Ham
Seating 100 Guests
Also Small Parties

Then said we unto them after this manner, What are the
names of the men that make
this building. (Between F7ra
4 and 6)

TUCKER TV
Sales & Service

is

S11 Sodth 11th St.
'Prione 753-7451'

753-3734 or 7534693
RENE GROGAN
1627 Loch LomrnOnd
Murray, Kentucky

DAVID GARLAND
Route 3 Box 63
Murray, Kentucky

But when he saw ie./us afar
off, he ran and worshiped
him (Between Mark 4 and

Murray's One Stop
Sewing Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center
STACEY STALLS
1011 S. 13th St.
Murray, Kentucky

If any thing be revealed to
another that sitteth by. let
the first hold his- peace. (Be-

tween I Corinthians 13 and
(;)

6)
KW MEN tOU in 74

union
Master Tire Service

CAIN & TREAS

Keiser le.,

LORENE OWEN
1515 Cardinal Drive
Murray, Kentucky

CORVETTE LANES
Is Lanes
Mike Stranak, Mgr
8 00 11 00 Daily
11 3011.00 Sunday
SANDRA GALL'MORE
Box 185
Puryear, Tenn

STOKES TRACTOR
MURRAY BRANCH
Federal Sayings & Loan

the Lord commanded .'vloiSei(Between Number's 29 an.
31)

PECK'S
Upholstery Shop
520 S 4th St
753-7494
complete Fab',
Selection"

BRENDA NARNIN.
1703 Keenland Drivi
Murray, Kentucky

And they brought him on
horses: and he was buried at
Jerusalem with his fathers in
the city of Ciavid. (Between
II Kings 13 and 15)
•

BEAUTY SHOP
Styling With Flair'
Dot Dunn, Owner
Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753-1682

DON ADAMS
Rte 1 Mu,-a •
v

Jesus answered and said tin.
o hem, Verily, verily, I say
unto thee, Except a man be
born again, he cannot see the
kingdom of God. (Between
John 2 and 4)

Kelley's
Termite
and
Pest
Control

JOHNSON'S

S. 12th Street
9-me Food For
Fine Folks."

100 South 13th Street
"Every Day You Oellly t,etS
Bugs Have Their way-

PATTY SIMS

Coldwater Road
'In.'', Oil Dealer

B FGood rich
DEBORAH DARNE
Rte A, Murray, K,

And the Lord said, Behoid,
there is a place by me, and
thou shalt stand upon a rock.
(Between Exodus 31 and 34)

rul
ici5
-01
117

NEAL STARKS
MOBILE HOMES

And it came to ,pass in rir,

cess of time. that the children

of Ammon made war aca.'nst
Israel. (Between Judges 10
and
.121

304 E Main St
BESSIE BAKER
Route 1 Box 317
Murray, Kentucky

LISHA BUCT
Alm°, Kentucky

And when he came into the
house, he suffered no man to
go in. save Peter, and James.
and John, and the father and
the mother of the maiden.
(Between Luke Sand 11)

He came unto his own, ar,!
ham not
(Between John 1 and 3)

his own received

CHARLES BRANDON
502 N 2nd Street
Murray, Kentucky

Fccd /maid

given grace according to the
measure of the gift of Christ
(Between Eohesians 3 and Si

713 5 4th St
Murray, Ky
Phone 753-6800

ANNIE WILLIS
723 Riley Court
Murray,itentucky.

saints, and of all that were
gain unon the earth (Between Revelation 18 and' 201

And now I stand and am
judged for the hope of the
promise made of God um,

our fathers: (Between Act,
25.
and 272

WIGGINS
FURN. CO

OWEN FOOD
MARKET, Inc.

Hot point Appliances
-nvering, Furniture

1407 Main
753 4652
8 00 p m
Open 7 00 a m
7 days a week
A good place to trade"

2 mi on 641 N
Phone 753 4566
Open 8 00 5 10
6 Days a Week

Awe.. may be received
by appearing at
Main office

THERESEA PA
Rte 2, Dexter K

MRS CORBIT FARLEsc
Rte 1, Murray, Ky

commended

Moses, so the children of
Israel did, and they divided
the Land. (Between Joshua
13 and 15)

STORE

vinrucle—Glastror
ridecraft
PolarKraft—Starcraft Boa,
Campers

On the spot 7 year linanong
Hwy 641 N S miles
Open 7 00 a m Daily
Sunday 1-6

401 Maple Si
Phone 753 3647

PATRICIA PARRISH
Route 2 80)4 104
Murray, Kentucky

DANNY SIM.S
Rte 7 Box 251
Murray, Kentucky

Complete Service Shop
718 South 4th Murray

And when I could not see for
the glory of that Light, beinv
led by the hand of them thie
were with me, I came int,
Damascus. (Between Acts 21
lad 2:1)

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun, Inc.

RHONDA GARLAND
Rte 3, Murray, Ky

"For it is not ye that speak out
the spirit (t your tether which
sPeaketri in you "
F ound between Matthew I and
11

pray thee, and go wtth thy
servants, And he anewered.
I will go (Between Kings 5
and 7)
.4.1•••111M.

READ
YOUR

es" )

BIBLE

SAFE T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

DATSUN
WItLIAM G MAUPIN
Route I Box 44
Murray, KY

Phone 753 4175
641 SOUTH
MURRAY liv
Roy English R. Ph.
Byron Forbes R. Ph
REGINA MORRIS
1711 Wells Extended
Murray, Kentucky

Beloved. if God so loved us
we ought also to love One
another. (Between
3 and 6)

I

Jahn

UNIROYAL TIRES

UNIROYAL,

Honw
TIGER PAW
and
THE RAIN TIPI

1105 Pogue
Phone 753-1489
TIMOTHY WEATHERFORL.
Route 5 Box 410
Murray, Kentucky

Home .if Cotorty Paints

COIOni. MAIM

Guy Spann
Real Estate
Agency

Bucy-Parker
Lumber Co.

901 Sycamore
Phone 753 7774

Concord Road
753-5712
RICHELA GAIL TOWERY
Rte 1, Kirksey, Ky

And I will dwell among the
children of Israel, and will he
their God. (Between Fxochr:
28 and 31)

CARROLL TIRE
SERVICE

That as sin bath reiwied unto death, even so might grace
reign through rr,ghteous nese
unto eternal life by Jesus
Christ our Lord: (Between
Romans 4 and 6)

604 S 12th St
Phone 15021 753 7114

Sedans-Wagons•eick-ups
Sport cars
NITAREE Mc( A,
Rte 2, Murray, Ky

And one said. Be content.

MRS JOHN BURTON
Rte 2, Hazel, Ky.

For the great dey of his
wrath is come; and who
shall be able to stand/ (Between Revelation 5 and 7)

Prepare
for
Tomorrow
Read
Your
Bible

HAZEL JONES
Rte 1, Hardin, Ky

DAILY

U.S. 4411 North
Phone-502-753-3280

And in her was found the
blood of prophets, and of

MURRAY SPOPT
& MARINE

800 Chestnut St
Murray, Ky
Call 753-8850

Funeral Home

BARRY DENSON
Route 1 Box 204
AllT90, Kentucky

HUGHES
PAINT

And Samuel said unto all
Israel, Behold, I have hearkened =Po your voice in all
that ye said unto me, and
have made a king over you.
(Between I Samuel 11 and 13)

But, unto every we of us is

BLALOCK-COLE MAN

Str)rey's

the Lord

ucRkByY
E
enV,
yE
, KO
KE1
vu
Murray,

industrial Avenue
Phone 753-1319

•
And rMoses told the children
of israel according to all tha ,

KATE JOBE
Rte 2, Hank Ky

& Implement Co.

Coldwater Road&
Five Points
753-2900
19 years service experience

Bel Air Shopping Cer, •
Open 24 Hours
7 days a week

MACX

804 addttrater ittd
717-4441

Highway 6418
Central Shopping Center
Mon—Sirloin Steak
Tues—Ribeye Steak
Wed—Fried Chicken
Thurs—Club Steak
Fri—Sat—Sun
1-Bone Steak

CARROLL VW
Incorporated

OW/PW
'
14AMISCIRAFTED

Darnall Marine
& Service
Salesriignway
94

KUT 'N KURL

CM!'

Route 7 Box 251
Murray. Kentucky

And they could not take hold
of his words before the peotile: and they marveled at his

metal—Woodcraft Meta
Wood furniture
Repairs—Refinishing
Cabinets

overlaid it with pure gold
(II Chronicles 8 and 101

GROCERY

ENTER NOM

The letter which ye sent un-

Moreover the king made a
great throne, of ivory, arid

-21

STEAK HOUSE'

Gen. Robert V,
tepresentative for
ey general on the
tid the plan will
I of the river a
issificstion.
rununities coulc
ig costly sewage-

NIL FIRAI • KENTUCKY

LEAH VANCE
Route 1
Alm°. Kentucky

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO STORE
Chestn.r ,,,

rah

.c, ?s.,
Sour Zenith
OPil iPr
for 16 yea r,

MRS LLOYD CANTER
Route 1 Box 175
Murray, Kentucky

I here,ore If any man too
Christ, he Is • new creatti••
Found between il Cor intr,
and 5

HENDRICK'S
MARKET
uracte A Meats
Fresh Produce
Friendly Service
Hwy 121 South

MRS EMMA LOU STORY
717 S 15th Street
Murray, Kentucky

'4.
4
1160-* f4
/
*
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Voters . . .

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Lamb

(Continued from Page 1)
1f-hour paid political broadcast
y night to boost the Emberton campaign.
Emberton, a former administrative aide to Nunn, is
backed by the patronage
machinery of the current administration. He had only taken
opposition ti, - May primary.
Ford, by coirast, has been
haunted by slow-healing wounds
from the rough-and- tumble
primary. He has the support of
the always-strong Democratic
ganization which has elected 12
the 17 Go- -nors in this cen-

Funeral services for Mrs. Gus
(Clyde) Lamb of 805 Coldwater
Road, Murray, are being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. W Edd Glover
officiating.
The pallbearers are Nix
Crawford, Thomas Jones, John
B. Cavitt, and David Sparrow.
Burial will be in the Murray
Cemetery with the arrangements
by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home.

Randall L Thornton
Mrs. Lamb, age 69, died
Sunday at 3:55 p.m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
The campaign has seen little
Paducah, where she had been
vergence on the issues. Both
hospitalized since October 27.
upport removal of the 5 per cent
She was a member of the North
te sales tax on groceries and
Randall L. Thornton has
Pleasant Grove Cumberland! received a Kentucky Colonel
position of a serance tax on
Presbyterian Church. Her bir- Commission from Governor
1. The main issue has turned
was July 26, 1902. , and Louie B. Nunn.
thdate
t to be which candidate to
her parents were the late Thornton is owner and operator lieve, each says his opponent
Lafayette Collie and Mary Huse of Randy Thornton Service makes promises he won't keep.
Collie.
Company, 802 Chestnut Street, Both have opposed busing of
Survivors are her hsuband, Gus Murray. He has been actively school children to achieve racial
Lamb, 805 Coldwater Road; two engaged in heating and air integration.
Mrs. Solon (Er- conditioning work for the past The colorful Chandler has
daughters,
nestine) Bury of Murray and twelve years.
opposed the severance tax on
Mrs. Jesse D. (Paula) Sowell of Thornton is married to the coal and in4ected a new way to
L -„lisen four step daughters, former Judith Imes and they raise Money —a Oat*
Mrs. Calvin (GeneLla i Miller and reside at 510 South Seventh stakes lottery. Chandler's main
Mrs. Ila Kuykendall of Orlando, Street, Murray.
attraction is his handshaking,
Fla ., Mrs. Hubert (Vivian)
joking campaign style that has
Herndon of Houston, Texas, and
been with Kentucky politics for 40
Mrs. John B. (Margaret) Cavitt Parrs Man Found Dead
years.
of Murray Route One; two sons,
Ford appeared the shoo-in
Lamb
Ivan
of
Sapulpa, Apparent Victim Of
favorite early in the campaign,
Oklahoma, and Charles Lamb of
but Emberton picked up steam as
Play Say Reports
Cincinnati, Ohio; one sister, Mrs. Foul
the voting day approached. The
Guy (Hilda) Hill of Royal Oak,
PARIS, Tenn. ( UPI —A 60- two candidates met in a face-toMich.; one brother, Fred Collie of year-old Paris man was found face televised debate three weeks
Murray Route Two; four grand- dead at his home here early to- ago and Emberton is said to have
children; four great grand- day, apparently the victim of gained momentum from that
children; fifteen step grand- foul play.
debate.
children; twelve step great Police Chief Bob White iden- The next Governor will likely
grandchildren.
tified the victim as William E. have a Democratic-majority
Carroll. a disabled veteran
legislature to work with in getting
White said an atuopsy was his "'programs enacted.
The
requested and would be made Democrats need to win only three
in Memphis.
of the 11 contested seats to be the
Two men were being held in majority in the senate and only 73
Lauderdale County jail for in the house of the 64 contested
questioning but neither was seats in today's balloting.
charged. White declined to iden- Kentuckians will also elect all
tify the men.
statewide offices including
"Partnership Arrangement in
Lieutenant Governor where state
Student Teaching" will be the
House
of
Representatives
theme of the first annual conspeaker Democrat Julian M.
ference of the Kentucky
Carroll faces Republican W.
Association
of
Teacher
James Host, a former State
(Continued from Page 1)
Educators and the Kentucky
Parks Commissioner.
Department of Education in draw
numbers
above
the The
American Party, an offLouisville Nov. 19-20.
ceiling A 1-H cutoff number
George C.
Highlighting the two-day also will be set for those young spring of Gov.
Wallace's presidential bid in 1968,
meeting at the Seelbach Hotel of men turning 20 next year and
has fielded candidates in all
people engaged in teacher subject to draft then.
statewide offices except Attorney
education will be addresses by
--Young men will be allowed General.
two prominent teacher educators to register for the draft any
The party's effect is expected
and a presentation by a panel of time from 30 days before their
to be negligible and its guberprofessional people who work 18th birthday until 30 days
natorial candidate William E.
with student teachers.
thereafter. The old regulations Smith, 31, even stopped camDr. Dwayne Lang, director of said 18-year-olds had to register
paigning two weeks before the
student teaching at Indiana within five working days of
election. He said it was in protest
University, and Dr. L. 0. An- their 18th birthday.
of the campaign spending of the
drews, distinguished professor of
—Veterans leaving the ser- major party candidates.
the Department of Teacher vice, who had not registered
A constitutional amendment to
Education at Ohio State with the draft before they went
exempt the first /6,500 of
University, will be the featured in, will not have to register
property tax assessments on
speakers on the Nov. 19 program. when they leave. if they have
persons over 65 years of age
According to Dr. Donald E. discharged their military obliliving in their ,•wn home is also on
Jones, KATE president and Dean gation
No solidified opthe ballot.
of the Graduate School at Murray
—Persons down to the age of position has surfaced to the
State University,
Lang will 18 may be appointed to local
speak at an afternoon session, draft boards. The old minimum proposed "Homestead Amendusing as his topic, "Respon- age was 30. Terms may run for ment."
sibility of Colleges to Public no longer than 20 years, instead
Schools."
of the old 25.
entitled "Guiding Your Student
—A registrant's family or
Teacher" and an active member employer will no longer be able to
of the National Association of request a deferment for him.
Teacher Educators, will deliver Only the registrant will be able
the banquet address on "The to apply for postponements or
Partnership
in
Student deferments.
PRINCETON, Ky., Nov. 1—
Teaching."
—Conscientious objectors who
site for the second murder
The panel during the morning have completed their two years The
trial for John T Hale will be
of Nov. 20 will focus its attention of alternate civilian service will
Christian Circuit Court at Hopon "The Complete Partnership" be classified 4-W. a new kinsville, it was decided today
with John Lee of the Department category.
after Circuit Judge C. J. Wadof Teacher Education and Cerdell Friday upheld a motion for
tification of the State Department
a change of venue.
of Education as the moderator
The agreement reached bePanel members will be: Dr
tween commenwealth attorney
Sidney Simandle, director of the
Albert Spenard and defense atFrom The
Department
of
Teacher
torney Joe Grace will put the
Education and Certification; Dr.
trial before Circuit Judge SteDonald B. Hunter, dean of the
phen White during the first week
School of Education at Murray
in February.
State University; Dr. Guy S. By United Press International
The commonwealth asked for
Potts, superintendent of the
the change of venue, basing its
WASHINGTON—Sen. J. WilFayette County school system; liam Fulbright, D-Ark.,after
request on the contention that it
would be impossible to seat a
James Traylor, principal of his Senate Foreign Relations
Paducah Tilghman High School; Committee met to discuss the Jury in Caldwell County because
of an abnormal amount of pubEvelyn Livesay. a supervising defeated foreign aid bill
licity.
teacher in the Fayette County
"The consensus was to do
Hale was ch arged in July,
system; and 1k John Payne, something, as opposed
to
1970, with murdering Miss Kathdirector of student teaching at nothing."
erine Denham in 1966 and dumpMorehead State University.
ing her body in a cistern in the
KATE, formerly known as the
county.
DBUI.IN, Ireland David
Kentucky Association of Student
He went to trial in June in
Teaching, adopted its new name O'Connell, chief of staff of the Caldwell Circuit Court, and after
to correspond with the change in Irish Republican Army's provi- nine days of trial the jury was
of
the
name
national sional wing, on the struggle in unable to reach a verdict.
northern Ireland:
organization.
The defendant, who had been
"The will to resist was never kept at Kentucky State PenitenHALLOWEEN PRANK
stronger. The ability of the IRA
tiary until the trial, is free on
SHERIDAN, Wyo. ( UPI )— to meet force with force, terror
bond.
Pranksters on Halloween gave with terror, was never grearesidents here a home where ter."
For satisfactory cleaning,
the buffalo roam
The police said someone cut a
SAN FRANCISCO—Mrs Rose detergents should: wet the sursection from a fence at Brame, who collected more face to be cleaned, wet the soil
to be removed, -emulsify the
Kendrick Park and three of the than $100 from neighbors to
oily soil, remove the will, keep
animals
wandered
help
the family of a grocer
into a
the soil suspended. That is the
residential neighborhood.
killed by holdup men
report from the (iillcgc of
State police
aided
local
They supported us when we Human Ecology
at Cornell
authorities in herding the needed them and now it's our
I iniveraity.
buffalo back to the park.
turn to support them."

Randall Thornton
Kentucky Colonel

Educator
Conference
Is Planned
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World News In Brief

•

•

Stock Harker

•

Kentuckian On
National Crime
Study Commission

102 Policemen
Killed This Year

PAGE ND

reaction" attack made by
NEW YORK (UPI)—Stocks
WASHINGTON (UPI) —OneAmerican aircraft this year.
opened lower in moderate
hundred-two policemen were
trading today.
FRANKFORT, Ky.--Kentucky
killed during the first 10 months
SAIGON—Two U.S. officials Shortly after
the opening, the
warned today that a stoppage Dow Jones industrial average of this year, 11 of them in Crime Commission director
of American funds from Viet- was off 0.80 at 825.06. Declines October, according to the FBI. Charles L. Owen has been named
nam would injure the Vietna- topped advances, 196 to 72, Ninety-six per cent of the to the National Advisory Comslayings, the FBI said, were mission on Criminal Justice
also among
mese economy, and
the 365 issues crossing
with firearms, largely hand- Standards and Goals.
damage the Saigon govern- the tape.
guns. In the first 10 months of The 20-member commission
ment's powers to cope with the Atlantic
Richfield
surrenlast year 85 policemen were will direct a year-long study of
war after the withdrawal of dered /
1
4 to 611
/
4 in the oils,
the national criminal justice
U.S forces. Willard Sharpe, while Pennzoil and Occidental slain.
Joint
U.S.
system and make recomchief of the
Petroleum fell k4 each to 211
/
4
mendations to, improve it.
Economic Office, and Jerome and 13, respectively.
Natomas
Commission members will
Jacobson, legal adviser to the dropped %
to 6274. Down kb October 29, 1971
supervise the work of 12 task
U.S. Agency for International apiece were Jersey Standard at
took
this
position
Development,
in the 91.5 million study.
forces
691
/
4, Phillips at 26% and ADULTS 100
Owen is the only Kentuckian
in commenting on the U.S. Texaco at 30%.
NURSERY 9
named to the group, whose
Senate's rejection of foreign aid In the
chemicals, Union
Friday.
is Delaware Gov.
chairman
legislation last
Carbide fell ka to 40%, and
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
First
Peterson.
W.
Russell
Monsanto was off k8 at 47.
Baby Boy Carpenter (Mrs.
—Security forces spokesmen
meeting of the commission is this
Is
Charge
Murder
Among
the
Shirley
steels,
U.S.
Jean)
Steel
Route 3, Cadiz,
said the rails of the main
Washington.
dipped L• to 26%, Republic ifa to Baby Boy Hobbs (Mrs. Paula week (Nov. 3-4) in
Belfast-Dublin rallway line
formed by
was
commission
Stabbing
The
In
Filed
20-1/1 •
Marie), 616 College Cts., Murray.
were severed by an explosion
the U.S. Department of Justice
General
Motors
dropped
kh to
DISMISSALS
today in a fresh series of bomb During Halloween
following a proposal by Atty.
761
/
4 in the autos. Chrysler
Miss Susan Michelle Garland,
attacks in Northern Ireland.
CLEVELAND (UPI i—First- and American Motors clipped 48 218 Irvan, Murray, Dennis Gen. John N. Mitchell that
Elsewhere in the capital, a
murder charges have each to 27% and 7, respectively. Dziadus, Room 327, Springer national goals and standards be
degree
British Army spokesman said
filed
against Dal Barney, Westinghouse gave up a full Hall, Murray, Charles Carter set for the criminal justice
been
gunmen shot four bullets at a
system.
British patrol and hurled a 23, in the trick-or-treat stabbing point to 8.3% among the Mathis, Route 2, Murray, Mrs. Owen, 33, has been director of
of
a
13
-year-old
death
electronics.
girl.
Honeywell
Pat
Carolyn
Allen,
eased
/
1
4
1207
East
hand grenade at the soldiers
Commission
A preliminary hearing for to 107, and General Electric Wood,Paris,Tenn., Mrs. Beverly the Kentucky Crime
from
behind
what
troops
formed
in 1967.
was
since
it
Joan Hill di Baby Boy, Route 6,
claimed was a group of Barney, brother of Oalcwood's dipped % to 56%.
He was recently elected
Chief
Southern
Police
acting
Don
Pacific
Murray,
fell
Barney,
Mrs
Vs
to
Lillie
May
Russell,
_ftettntst - be
employed as a
/
4 among the rails, and Route 6, Murray, Miss Julie Ann chairman of the National Conwas continued Monday until 401
screen_
Nov. 10 becaate he was not Eastern dipped /
1
4 to 17% in & Morrison, Route 6, Murray, Mrs. ference of State Criminal Justice
represented by an attorney.
airlines
Maydell Taylor, Route 7, Hazel, Planning Administrators, which
WASHINGTON—Governors in
Mrs. Lula Belle Hodges, 603 represents crime commission
Barney was arrested by his
directors in 55 states and
two states and mayors in seven brother Friday night after the
territories.
MeadowLawson
Lane'Baker,
Murray.
major cities will be elected by body of Marian Honaker of
James
1300Master
Olive,
the nation's voters today. The suburban Bedford Heights was
Murray, Mrs. Mary Louise
elections will be the first found in some tall grass 75 feet
Hancock, No. 85 Shady Oaks
widespread voting in which 18- behind his home. The girl, who
Trailer Ct., Murray, Mrs. Paula
ELSLNORE,
Calif.
(UPI)— Morgan and Baby Boy, 512 West
to-20 year olds can decide the had been out Halloweening with
outcome.
a girlfriend,' was stabbed 15 Robert Massey, 39, Bellflower, 9th, Murray, Mrs. Ann Katherine
Calif., was struck and killed by
2times in the chest.
Beth and Baby Boy, Route 1, LOS ANGELES (UPI
his own boat on Lake Elsinore
Gilbertsville, Mrs. Mary Holley, year-old boy was pronounced
after
he
apparently fell from Route
SAIGON—The U.S. command EPA TO RULE ON DDT
2, Benton, Miss Maude dead on arrival at Southern
said an American Navy A6 WASHINGTON (UPI) —The the craft, sheriff's deputies Swindell (from Cony) expired, California Memorial Hospital
reported Monday.
Intruder fighter-bomber crossed Environmental
Route 3, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Monday after he apparently
Protection
into North Vietnam today to Agency says it will rule by next Massey was alone in the Dailey Dunn Waters (From strangled on a grape.
shoot a missile at an antiair- March whether DDT .sbould be outboard craft when he ap- Cony.)
said
David
expired, 501 Chestnut, Authorities
parently was thrown into the
craft base that had just fired banned entirely, _
Thompson was being cared for
l'tfurray.
water
on
a
sharp
turn
Sunday,
two Soviet-constructed surface- The agency said
by a baby sitter when he
public
to-air missiles at it. It was not hearings on the pesticide will authorities said The boat TV movie for Weaver
started
choking on the grape. A
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -immediately known whether the end in December and its circled back and struck him,
fire department rescue ambumissile hit its target. The raid decision will be made after all inflicting fatal back and chest Dennis Weaver will star in the lance was called and took the
"The Duel," a 90-minute Movinjuries.
was
the
70th
—protective the evidence is in.
boy to the hospital.
ie of the Weekend for ABC.
By Wilted Press International
STOCKHOLM—Prof. Dennis
Gabor, 71, a British scientist
working in the United States,
today won the 1971 Nobel Prize
for physics. The prize for
chemistry was given to Canadian Dr. Gerhard Herzberg.
Gabor was honored for devising
a method of producing a third
dimension in projected images
by means of manipulation of
light waves. Herzberg received
his award "for his contributions
to the knowledge of electronic
structure and geometry of
molecules, particularly, free
radicals."

Hospital Report

Man Struck And
Killed By Boat

Two-Year-Old Boy
Strangles On Grape

Draft . . .

•

Hale Trial
Moved To
Christian

Quotes

"Even

box th
the lo

News

But how soon did you see him? In time to slam on
your
brakes? And stop'?
His life depends on your reaction time Your
reaction
time depends partly on your skill as a driver. But
mostly
on whether you're a driver who is always alert,
anticipating
the unexpected
Our streets are filled with surprises And each one is
an
accident in the making. In fact, all accidents are surprises.
Unexpected But the driver who expects the unexpected —
every minute behind the wheel —gains precious
seconds
The seconds needed to avoid an accident
One in a series presented

/t

4 N..A D.A

Our business is automobiles. Our
concern is people—
both in and out of cars. And we know
what can happen
when a driver fails to give driving his
full attention. For
your sake, as well as others, give yourself
time to react.
If you always expect the unexpected,
it
01,"..."0
!,4,
may never happen.
J(119111111111111

NADA

Dealers who display this seal subscribe
(ii
to the NADA Code of
asI
Business Practices Address your correspondence to
Consumer
Relations Service 2000 K Street NW Washington
DC 20006
,,segial"

National Automobile Dealers.Association

011,rial wcw.ial,nn of A

s 1,an,

now r at arll I,ttt

S

if,VP, •

Wa‘hongton DC

this newspaper, and the new car
dealers of our community.

ER 2, 1,71
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Scenes From The New Murray High School
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wi Justice
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These students helped arrange books In the library

Boy
Grape

a

a

JPI A 2ronounced
Southern
! Hospital
apparenth

David
cared for
when he
e grape. A
ale ambui took the

Students helped clean up the new Home Economies department under the supervision
Mrs. G. T. Lilly.

of teacher

Staff Photos by
Gene McCutcheon
•
14111,

4_

-

Nlulti-eolored lockers, one for each student, fine the halls.
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This plaque is mounted in the 'obi)) near the entrance

,thdent., helping out tn the librars

Esen the hest made plans
These students eheertulls picked up the mess after the
to earn, supplies into the school split and dumped the content,
. intc

box the 'mere using
th, 101Ths

Thexe

tables and (-hairs in the IIhrsir

haul
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for Tuesday Evening *
* Ledger & Times TV Schedule
_
CH. 8
CH. 12
CH 6
CH. 5
4

CH. 3
WSIL
5:30 News
6:00 Cactus
6:25 Weather
6:30 Mod Socl
1:30 movie
9:00 Marcus Welby
10,00 Weather
10:10 Cave',
12:00 News

CH
WSM
5 25 Wei.-Spts
News
30
5
6 00 News
6 30 lronside
7 30 Sarge
g DO Fun. Side
9.30 Chan.
10 .00 News
10 30 Tonight

WPSD
WLAC
4:30 Ironside
4,30 Campbell
5-0 7:10 Serge
7:30 Hawaii
II:30 FunnySide
8:30 Cannon
9:30 Dragnet
9:30 WLAC-TV
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight
10.30 Movie

WS1X
KFVS
6.30 Campbell
6:30 Mod Sq
5-0
7.30 Hawaii
7,30 Movie
9 - 00 Welby, m,0 8.30 Cannon
Al
Onofrio
10.00 Takes Thiel 9,30
10:00 News
11 00 News
10.30 Mery Griffin
11 30 Cavett
News
1200,
Late

_

_

Tlndustrial-Minded Kentuckians
Plan To Barnstorm The Nation

CH. 29
VIDXR
5:57 News
6:00 'Mel*
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 2/
9:35 Weather
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Creat. Feat,
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

FRANKFORT, Ky. —With the
idea of bringing out-of-state industries into Kentucky, several
industry-minded officials will be
taking their sales pitch to

new

and expanding industries.
largest development in

The

the

was

1970

Anaconda

aluminum
Co.
Aluminum
reduction plant near the WebsterThe
California, New York and Penn- Henderson county line.
sylvania before early December. project, which has a yield

Ni.

Already hitting the road for potential of 240 tons of aluminum
California, officials of the state per year, is scheduled for cornDepartment of Commerce and platoon in 1973.
The plant will represent
private developers will travel to
New York i Nov. 8-12) and ultimately an investment of $240
Pennsylvania (Nov. 29-Dec. 3) in million and provide at least 800

.
,

for Wednesday *
* Ledger & Times TV Schedule
I
CH. 3
WS1L
8:30 LaLanne
9.00 The Hour
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11,30 Password
12:00 My Child.
12,30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2,00 Gen HOW2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
3:30 Matinee
5,00 Space Ang.
6 30 Spts. Chal
7:00 Bewitched
Father
7:30 Ed.
Fam.
8:00 Smith
11,30 Shirley
900 Man-City
1000 Weather
10:30 Cavell
12:00 News „.....
"

CH. 4
WSM
6,00 mor Show
700 Today
9:00 Dinah
9:30 Concen.
10,00 Sale-Cen.
1030 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 WWVV
12:00 Noon
1:00 Our Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 An. World
2:10 Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Virginian
5:00 Mayberry
5:25 Wea.-Spts.
5:30 News
8:00 News
6:30 Dragnft
7:00 Adam -12
7:30 Movie
9:00 N. Gallerst_
•.
10:00 News
ron jgrif
-•,0:313
.

-

CH 5
WLAC
545 Journal
6:00 News
AM
4:30 N'Ville
Korn.
7:55 Kitc
COO Kangaroo
9:00 Tell-Truth
9:30 T or C
Affair
10:00 Fam
10:30 Love of Life
111:00 Heart Is
11:30 Search
12:00 Singing Con.
12:00
12:25 News
12:30 World Turns
1:00 Love Is
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
2:30 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge of Night
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
3:30 Gilligan
4i00 Movie
Mann Sing
11:30
:
07:00 Burnett
it:00 Med eiat
9:00 Marina
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

—

CH. 29
CH 12
CH. 8
WDXR
KFVS
WSIX
5 45 Sun Sem
10,00 Movie
6:30 MCCOyS
7:00 Today
Show 11:40 People,
6 15 Break
7:00 Bozo
9:00 Dinah
News
7:00
11:50 Seweing
II:30 Romper
9:30 Concent.
11:00 Kangaroo
1200 Gourmet
Lucy
10:00 Sale Cen. 9:00
9:00 Lucy
12:30 3 On A Match
9:34 Hillbillies
10:30 Squares
Hillbillies
1:00 Movie
10:00 Mov. Game 9:30
11:00 Jeopardy
Affair 2:57 News
Fam
10:00
Girl
That
10:30
11 ;30 w.w.w
10,30 Love-Life
3:00 Movie Game
11:00 Bewitched
11:55 News
11:00 Where Heart 4:00 Bozo
11.30 Flipper
12:00 News
News
11:25
Children
3:00 Now Expl.
My
11,00
12:15 Pastor
11:30 Search
5:30 Country place
12:30 make-Deal
12:30 Romp.
Pic.
Farm
12:00
5:57 News
LH Newlyweds
12:55 Calendar
12:05 News
6:00 Movie
1 30 Dating
1:00 Lives
Hosp. 12:20 Weather
7:27 News
Gen.
2:00
1:30 Doctors
7:30 Theater 29
1230 WOY10 T u'll
2:30 One Lite
2:00 World
Password
Weather
y
9:35
Man
1-0
1,00
"
3 00
2.30 Promise
1:30 Guiding Light 940 News
3,30 Love Am
3:00 Somerset
Storm
Sec
2:00
9:53 Harvey
4:00 Jeannie
3:30 pgigeye
Acres 2,30 Edge-Night
10:00 Creat. Feat.
4:30 Green
cog Gilligan
3 00 Lassie
10:30 Movie
News
5:00
4:30 Dan Boone
Virginian
00
4
AMake-Deal
12:00 Sports
6.30 Nash. Music 6 30
6 30 Rollin
Bewitched
00
7
7,00 Adam 12
Father 7 DO Burnell
7.30 Ed's
7.30 Myst.
Pam 8 00 C Burnett
8,00 Smith
9-00 Gallery
Center
Wld 8 00 Med
Shirley
8.30
10:00 News
9 00 Mannix
9,00 Man-City
10:30 Tonight
News
00
10
Thief
10:00 Takes
10 30 Mery Grits,
11,00 News
12 00 News
11:30 Cavett
CH. 6
WPSD
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an effort to increase the ever- new jobs.
Other plants locating in the
growing industrial population of
commonwealth are Whirlpool
the state.
The tours are a part of Corporation, a $7 million facility
regularly scheduled visits by at Danville; Johnson Service Co.
Kentucky industrial developers of Milwaukee, Wisc., a $4 million
plant at Georgetown with 225
all over the country.
A typical visit is initiated by an jobs; Federal Mogul, Inc., a
advance letter from Gov. Louie
B. Nunn explaining that the
development specialists will be
visiting their firm with firsthand

foot

60,000-square

plant

ROTC Department provides the
Murray State University's
Battalion Sweetheart,
background for this informal talk between
and 1.1. Col William K.
David,
brother,
her
Alexander,
Cinch

coPerhaps they are discussing making ROTC
Swan.
With all the new improvements in ROTC, who
educational.
are the parents of
knows? Mr. and Mrs. Rex Alexander of Murray

Princeton, costing $4 million;
Gulf States Paper's $5 million
facility in Nicholasville; and a

reasons for including Kentucky in 350,000-square-foot Eaton Azle
firm which will employ 400
its growth plans.
Several days following the persons in Henderson.

66 ANTIQUE
father, Wall

governor's message, Commerce
Commissioner Paul W. Grubbs
sends a similar message ten
more detail.
A smaller team then moves

into the area to set up interviews
with all interested industrialists.
N Some 40 or 50 appointments may
result from the phone calls. .
ll Stratton, trip coordinator
Bill
Commerce, said, "Once the
team reaches its destination,
early morning briefings are held

might locate in Kentucky may money to the treasury.
result from site-seeing tours in
McIntyre is returning $25,996
or
state, conferences
the
for fiscal year 1970-71. He sent
business-initiated contact with back 1116,70000 feos,i year 1969the Commerce Department.
70 and 698,004 during 1968-69.
Industrial
Kentucky
During 1967-68, McIntyre's first
Development Council members year in office, he returned
who accompany state officials on $38,733.
the touring team, pay their own
The money was funded by the
tour expenses, or more acAssembly, based on past
General
sponsoring
their
curately,
needs and expenditures, but was
organizations do.
not used.
Included are members of
McIntyre explained the savings
ntility companies, railroads,
implementing
Kentucky were achieved by
the
and
banks
changes
administrative
Chamber of Commerce—groups
by the Efficiency
recommended
in
interest
with an active
careful
and
Force,
Task
bringing more industry into the
utilization of the department's
state.
fleet of mobile units.
At the end of each visit, the
and
Kentuckians return home
He added that while the savings
give collected information to the were being made, the departindustrial
department's
ment's law enforcement acDevelopment Division (IDD).
collecting
tivities and tax
liaison
The IDD is the
responsibilities were not allowed
organization between out-of-state to suffer.
Industrial prospects and a
He cited statistics showing that
number of important Kentucky
the department's activities in the
local chambers of
groups:
fiscal year ended June 30, 1971,
commerce, state, area and local
the previous year.
development increased over
industrial
McIntyre noted that citations
organizations and the Commerce
for overweight trucks alone inDepartment's out-of-state ofcreased from 3072 during 1969-70
close
fices, where constant
Some 1727
to 3590 this year.
contact is kept with prospects.
citations were issued during 1967have
trips
the
of
value
The
68.
been in doubt, officials
never

t40 TIME TO REACH
THE POOR, OUT THE
WINDOW --SAVE
/OUR MISERABLE
LIVES

GOT

Investment in new production
facilities was estimated at more
than $214 million.
Last year, Governor Nunn
announced that 76 more in-

fl-4 *COMPLAINT
NO MATTER HOW
C.RUSH ER"
YO'DUCK'S AN'
GIT
SQuiRsas,Keywify itltt,.L
'KY IN
T1-4' END?!

NOTHIN'KIN STOP TM'
c.,...„
"COMPtAiNIT cPtuSHER"—
- A14 15
??-- GASP'
STOpPED COLD."

1 Equalrty
4 incandescent
lamps
Ocean
12 cyprinoid fish
13 Foreign
14 Manner
IS Act 01
self abasement
17 Harangue
19 Slender finial
20 Propelled
oneself
through
water
21 Seeds
23 Bobolink
27 Woody plants
29 Existed
30 Faroe Islands
whiriwind
31 Sum up
32 Hives
34 man's
nickname
35 Pronoun
36 Genus of
maples
37 Pocketbook
39 Member of
nobil•tv
42 Decays
43 Act
44 Outfits
46 Author of
"Uncle Tom's
Cabin"
411 warner',12
k•ngs of
Egytzt
B. ill
57 Operate
54 Period of
time
55 Affirmative
56 Sedate
57 Condensed •
moisture

1

3

17

15

3
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Barrows and Gilts steady Sows

National
Science
The
Teachers Association, through
faculty and student groups, will
invite science students to
submit proposed scientific
experiments to be conducted by
astronauts during the three
Skylab missions — one for up to

Nubby design.
colors- 9-12-a
Reductions u
Sears Ftoebuc
KY. Phone 753SHOW

CASE

About seven
around the
Closed in
wooden doors.
Ledger and
four

modern

made of meta
voth adjustabl

Teachers Association
From the 25 proposals, NASA
will crank what it describes as
a "limited number" of experiments into the Skylab
ITILSSIOCIS .
The student participation
program is open to all boys and
girls in grades 9 through 12 in
U. S. public, private, parochial
and
overseas
American
schools.
The U.S. man-in-space program IS scheduled to end at

DISMISSALS
Mrs. Thelma Hargrove, Route
1, Dexter, Mrs. Cona 011e
Halcomb, Route 5, Murray,
Master Joseph John Zinkovich,
Pine Bluff Shores, Hamlin, Miss
Peggy Lynn Blankenship, Route
3, Murray, Mrs. Robbie May
Raspberry, 401
Murray,

Mrs.

Coursey, Route

South

8th ,

Olga
Mary
I, Almo, Miss

Mary Ann Lamb, Route 1, Almo,
Mrs. Betty Ernestine Henderson
and

Baby

Sarah

Boy, Dexter,

Elms

Benton, Lubie
mond, Route

The next manned venture is the
space shuttle, still in ar
preliminary design phase. It
could fly in 1978, but only if the
White House and then Congress
indorse the program with
enough dollars.
High school students who
become involved in the Skylab
experiments program will be
eligible to vote soon after they
graduate, and some likely will
be leaders in the nation's
scientific community.
NASA's thinking is that
chances for the space shuttle
program are better if they are
allies. Presently Congress is in
no mood to vote additional
billions for another manned
space project, especially since
there is no organized pressure
from the voters for the shuttle
program.
Nevertheless, the

Skylab

Fashion
When You
Fabrics fr

FABNorth Sid

Mrs.

Kahn, Route

5,

Franklen Thur1, Murray, Mrs.

Leffie Houston, Route 1, Almo,
aylor Gatlin Perry, 203 Pine,
urray, Mrs. Willie Owen
rber, 810 North 18th, Murray.

ONE OFFIC
9'7"112' gold
180.00. 76 pi

the close of December, 1973,
when the Skylab project ends.
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4,fig 23 24
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Purchase Area Hog
Report Includes 10

SPECIAI: SHI
rugs. Sculp

total of five months over an 13.00
ars 11.50-12.50
eight-month period.
NASA's idea is to attract
thousands of high school
science students across the
nation to America's space
program by letting them
participate in it.
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:SP
you c

sprit,

steady
space research."
US 1-3 200-230 lbs., 18.50-19.00
After the Apollo 17 moon USI-2 200-230 lbs.,
19.00-19.23 - g
mission has ended late next
US2-4 200-240 lbs., 18.25-18.50
year, NASA's emphasis will
US2-4 240-260 lbs., 17.75-18.25
shift to earth orbit and the
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 17.25-17.75
Skylab exlaunch of a
Sows
perimental space station in
USI-2 275-350 lbs., 15.50-16.50.
April, 1973. Nine astronauts
flying three different missions US 1-3 300-650 lbs., 14.50-15.50
will occupy the station for a US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 13.50-14.50 few
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THIS CO
GETS Y

Federal State Market News_
Service November 1, 1971

28 days and two for up to 56
use tax receipts for 1970-71 in- days each.
creased 6.9 per cent over last
NASA will select 25 student
year. Receipts for 1970-71 totaled proposals for possible Skylab
$1,050,689.
experiments. The 25 students
Total road fund receipts will be brought to the Kennedy

34 Intersected
36 Again
38 Sohc
earnests,
40 Sacred images
41 Barret slat
45 Hebrew
measure

,

401-4-

dustries committed new facilities realized from the commission' Space Center, Fla., at the time
The governor tax statutes were $19,024,116, u
for Kentucky.
of the Skylab launch in April,
added that since 1968 over 35,000 nearly $2 million from last year. 1973, to attend a Skylab Student
by
Education Conference connew jobs have been created
ducted by the National Science
4 Poison
5 Stomach
ailment
6 Falsehood
7 Exist
8 European
herb
9 Fakir
10 Dine
11 Atfirmatrie
rote
16 Part of
church
18 Country
bumpkin
•
Sow
21 Brand
22 Corm,,and
24 Pitchers
25 Cook in oven
26 Erases
(printing)
28 Follows in
order
33 Musical
instrument

7c8'

*

the space agency calls the
Skylab Student Project.
NASA officials explain it is
designed to "stimulate interest
in science and technology by
directly involving students in

Cab Card violations increased
say.
In 1969, announcements of new from 4921 last year to 5406 this
manufacturing plants to be built fiscal year.
The total amount of fines inin Kentucky reached an all-time
high. Eighty-six industrial firms creased from $454,109 last fiscal
located in the state, to create a year to $593,090 in 1970-71.
McIntyre also noted motor fuel
total of 8950 job opportunities.
AN'iONE THAT STUPID
WI40 CAN KEEP INE JOB
OF TOP SERJSEANT HAS
TO BE EMAIZT

existence on earth.
And there is another field —
habitability, biomedical,
behavioral and work effectiveness experiments to
further evaluate man's
to function efficiently in

Ben

+I.
$3
'
Materld.

Students also may propose
astronomy experiments to
increase knowledge of the ski.'
and its effects on man's:

earth-orbiting U. S. space
station in the late 1970s.
National
the
Hence
Aeronautics and Space Administration's selection of the

Street,
4

geography.

considerable influence on
House and Senate members
who will determine whether a
manned shuttlecraft will fly
between earth and space to an

National Science Teachers
Association of Washington, D.
C., for negotiation of a contract
to manage and operate what

Paul F' Gall

gather new data on the world's
ecology, oceanography, water
agriculture,
management,
and
geology
forestry,

shuttle program, is shifting its
sights to the millions of high
school students who will be
eligible to vote at age 18.
American youth's new Voting
rights give young people a

do

Kitchen

Bracket cl

ticipation. They will be invited
to propose experiments in
earth resources surveillance to

The federal space agency,
faced with a famine in manned
space missions after 1973
unless Congress underwrites
the multibillion-dollar space

To Treasury

Clocks-both 8

project will offer science
students a wide field of par-

MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service
By FRANK

FRANKFORT, Ky. —For the
Motor
to pass out assignments and get fourth consecutive year,
Commissioner
Transportation
to
path
a
beating
officials
the
Alex McIntyre Jr. is returning a
Industry's doorways,"
The leads to industries which large chunk of unused taxpayers'

I LIT A FUSE TO YOUR DYNAMITE
YOU'VE LESS THAN A
MINUTE TO GET OUT'

Cindi and David.

in

paneling, first
sheet. New
to $5.00 Two
Mrs. Gwendolene Harp and
Boy, 1303 Chestnut,
Baby
Murray, Mrs. Marilyn Clu-istina,
Mustard, Rt I, Hardin, Willie,

to $30.00.

6:30 p.m.

Bowden Johnson, Rt. 2, Murray,
Mrs. Crystal Arnelle Mobley, Box.
190 Elizabeth Hall MSU, Murray,
Mrs Laura Ann Bland,500N. 5th,
Murray, Miss Melonie Law-a
Hutchins, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs,
Vicki Lynn Vied and Baby Girl,
Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs. Delois Ann
Scott arid Baby Girl, Rt 1, Almo,
Mrs. Pamela Delores Herndon,
3, Murray, Mrs. Mary'

Rt.

COUCH,

ST

FUltonlan, old
Lang. 2 new pi
1941.
1971 450 HOND
after 6:00 p.m.

Elizabeth

Townley, Box 86,
Farmington, Walter
Jewell
Elkins, Rt. 4, Murray, Richard
Locke Montgomery, New Con-

cord, Mrs. Eula Lee
(From Cony. Div.).

Newton

FROM wall to
on carpets cl
Lustre

Rent

shampooer $1
Home of "The
Well"
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dBER 2, 1871
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rovides the
Sweetheart.
William R
ROTC coROTC, who
e parents of

SPORTING GOODS
DISTRIBUTORSHIP
Available in your area
WE WILL
• Supply beat name brands in sports
• obtain oath,,
• direct and assist your ettons
• make oorreible a high return

You mus7
• be

able to invest now (minimum $2595.00, no maornum)
• hare time prod ab1e to *open."'
expansion ot territory wrth our Imanctal assistlance.
• carry

out

CALL 700AY
(61$) 306-10135

3307 Charrotle Ass.
Nashyttle Tenn 37209
'Poster° 00004 40•11:011
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er science
ield of pa.!-invited
ill
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eillance to
the world's
aphy, water
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and
ogy

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

EXPEFiEIENCED WAITRESS
Must be neat, efficient, and free
to work weekends. 32 hours per
week. Good working conditions,
good tips. No phone calls. Apply
in person Colonial House
N3C
Smorgasbord.
WANTED: PART time or full
time; L.P.N. or R.N. to work 3 to
11 shift . or 11 to 3 shift. Salary
excellent, fringe benefifti. Call or
write: Mrs. Nancy Scott, R.N.,
Director of Nursing, Mayfield
Hospital, Inc. 203 East North St.,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone 1-247N6C
5320.

BURGLAR ALARMS
and

FIRE ALARMS
DON'T COST . . .
They Save Lives and Money!.
f4r--Expert. !alc;;Dabon

FOR RENT
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wa.
to wall carpet with central heat.
and air. $110.00 per month. Phone(
TFC
753-7850.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
Living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. 1 or 2
bedrooms, Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street. Phone
N3C
7534609.
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
duplex, 1601 College Farm Road.
$75.00 per month, $50.00 deposit.
N11C
Phone 753-5792.

CHRISTMAS MONEY: Ladies
AMERICAN Hide-A-Bed
66 ANTIQUE CLOCKS; Grand- EARLY
substantial extra money for
earn
coffee table; two bar stools.
father, Wall Clocks, Weight sofa;
as in your spare time.
Christm
N4C
t,
753e2.1tia_
Clocks-both 8 day and In ixior Phone
Choose your own hours. Phone
TWO BEDROOM duplex, central
Kitchen clocks, Metal and
Mrs. Doran at 753-8970 between
CREOSOTED POLES for pole
heat and air, fully carpeted,
Bracket clocks. Cash & Carry.
2:00 and 5:00 p.m. for appoles
utility
tion,
construc
N3C
outlets for washer and dryer.
nt.
Paul F. Gallernore, 1308 Maple barn
pointme
Lumber
and boat docks. Murray
Available December 15. Phone
Street, Benton,Kentucky. N3P
Co., Maple Street, Murray, AVON MAKES CHRISTMAS
NOC
753-9741.
_
ITC
y.
4'x8' 3/4" ANTIQUE Birch Kentuck
MERRIER. You'll have money
for all the gifts you want to give;
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 4
paneling, slightly damaged
8.24 MINERVA PLACE
sully young people base life insurance
boys or 4 girls. Water furnished.
$3.95 each. Kash-Way Building THREE BIRD dogs, English you'll sell guaranteed products
MURRAY ICENTUCIC`f 47071
Avon
le.
an
Phone
Be
Price
Setters.
reasonab
now.
e
Avon.
Availabl
from
itioned.
Air-cond
N3C
Material, 753-2381.
N2P
435-4358.
NBC
presentative. It's Fun, it's
Phone 753-9741.
convenient, it's profitable. Call
now: after 7 p.m. Collect 365-9424
CLEAN TWO bedroom apartor write Mrs. Janet Kunick,
ment, carpeting, excellent
* Manager Rt. 2 Box 136A Prin1302 Chestnut
CARD OF THANKS
condition and location. Phone 753Low
e.
Insuranc
HOME
MOBILE
N6C
By the time a young man or .han one-third in the Wc.st.
*ceton, Ky.
express our E131.
rates. Broad coverage. Excellent We wish to
woman reaches the age of 22, • Life insurgnce ownership by
THIS COUPON AND
Good Only*
me
ap4oday's-oath is retated to perartal heartfelt thanks and
,chances are....3..ouLof .4 that be.
WANTED: CAR Hostess. Apply claim service. When you see
/'. GETS YOU ALL THE
of Insurance, but preciation for the kni(hiessew COMMERCIAL BUILDING, she has life insurance, according education. The more highly eduWed., _ It( In. person to K-N Root Beer, 4th don't thinkthink
Adams
to a survey sponsored by theertn- cated the father, the las likely the
of Insurance see shown to us during our great 54's60', (formerly
and Sycamore. No phone calls when you
for auto stitute of Life Insurance. Even un- yoyng person is to own life insurlarding Galloway, Galloway sorrow. It was a great comfort to Welding Shop) suitable
please.
or der the age of 17, nearly 1 in 3 ance. On the other hand, young
-- and Real Estate us to see all our friends and we repair shop, Storage building
nsur
*
days or young'people say they are insured. college graduates have the highest
753-4751
Phone
shop.
* YOU CAN EAT.
y
the
D2C
find
753-5842.
will
Phone
you
of
pray that all
The purpose of the survey, con- life insurance ownership.
WANTED: MALE, married, age Agency.
N4C
7 nights.
In part, this reflects the fact that
* BEST BUY IN TOWN!*
same comfort in your time of
ducted by Gilbert Youth Research,
*
25-35. Qualifications, must be
& ber need.
Inc., was to learn how modern the children of more highly eduable to drive a truck. Full time ELECTROLUX SALES
apartROOMY TWO bedroom
C.M.
young people feel about finances. cated fathers tend to stay longer
The family of
job. Apply in person to Lynn vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky.,
ment. All paneled, has washer It was, incidentally, one of the first in the educational system, which
Far382-2468,
Rudolph
D.
phone
Icie
,
Mrs.
Sanders
Lynn
y,
compan
Egg
dreo,
Grove
look dull and
usually postpones marriage and a
TFC
SPECIAL SHIPMENT room size Ep CARPETS
ITC and dryer outlets. Furnished, studies of its kind.
, Kentucky.
family—both conducive to the purspots as they appear with Grove, Kentucky, No phone calls mington
per month, unfurnished, The survey also showed that:
$55.00
ME& Sculptured, shags, and remove
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ng away a FREE GRADE A
This year, as for the last 5 years, WARD-ELK1NS in Murray is givi
TURKEY with the purchase of any major appliance. Let Ward-Elkins give you a Free
Thanksgiving Dinner and save you 100s of dollars at the same time!

Frigidaire! Jet Action 1-18 Washer.
Automatic Soak Cycle.
Tailored washing
action-1 piece to 18
tbs. . or any load in
between. No attach- mints to add or store.

Automatic Soak
Cycle. Enzyme or
Regular. Automatically fills, agitates
briefly, soak.% then
ryier NIOI5.
spin-dries clothes, for
wide Protection
effective preWarranty
Plan. 1 -year
wash stain
defect
any
of
repair
removal
for
In the entire product, plus a
4-year Protection Plan (parts
only) for tumishing replacement for any defective Part
In the complete Transmission (except belt),
Drive Motor and
Water Pumps.

Exclusive Jet
Circle Spray System.
A better way to fill — the
most thorough rinse you can
get. Rinses as It fills from not
one,but 12 pressurized water
jets around the tub. Clothes
get under water faster.
apt more rinse
action.

Infinite water level
control. Dial and get
exactly the amount of
water you need.

Our Service
Men Are
Our Best
Salesmen!

14,1e. WAS

Simple
Rolkir-matic
Mechanism
is patented.
No gears
to wear. No
oil to leak.

MARK OF EXCELLENCE

Frigidaire 30 range has decor.
designstyling that's totally
cleanable)

Shnpie 3-elep Cook-lkaefor
automatically turns oven on
and off at trifles you select.
Works now or later—even
if you aren't at home
Automatic appliance outlet,
st4ctr ic clock and minute
timer

See
A

Huge 23' oven is big

enough to hold d pies!'
Thick insulation helps
keep your kitchen cool.

5-year Nationwide
Protection Plan—Oneyear Warranty on entire
range for repair of any
defect, plus four-year
Protection Plan (parts
only) for furnishing
replacement for any
defective surface heating unit, surtact heating unit switch, or oven
heating unit.
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Glass window oven door lifts
ott—for easy oven cleaning
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Frigidaire

Frigidaire! 1-18 laundry pair is
budget priced.
But loaded with features! Both have up to 18-lb. capacity ... Permanent
... Flowing Heat
Press Care. Infinite water level control on the washer.
and "Sorting Fingers" on the dryer
... and much, much morel
Exclusive
Jet Circle Spray
System.
A better way to fill—
the most thorough rinse
you can get Rinses as it fills
from not one, but 12 pressurized water jets around
the tub Sprays down from
the lop so clothes get
underwater faster.
get more rinse
action.
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More in Less Refrigerators
Tiv-Freczer

Ltki• your

Sick-by-Sul.

only 30"wide

Easier to
toed and unload.
Less stoop! Opening is a
full 19" off the floor. Less
grope! Huge 240 sq. in.
opening. Dacron Lint
Screen Is easy to get to,
easy to clean. Traps
even the tiniest

lint particles.
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